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Clinton plans to keep pledges despite delays
byTomRaum
The Associated Press

BOSTON - President Clinton says he
knows he is not accomplishing all he
had hoped in his first 100 days, but
'that's why you get a four-year term,
not a three-month term."
He vowed to press on with major
campaign promises despite some early
frustrations.
Shrugging off last week's Senate
defeat on his jobs-stimulus program as
a minor setback, Clinton looked to the
big battles ahead, including the one
over health care reform.

Athlete
accused
of rape
in report

"We're going to bust a gut trying in
this administration. We're going to do
our best," he told the Newspaper Association of America on Sunday.
Clinton also voiced frustration over
the ongoing ethnic violence in Bosnia,
calling it "the most difficult foreign policy problem this country faces."
Separately, in an interview with The
Boston Globe, Clinton expressed reservations about the possibility of U.S.
bombing of Serbian artillery positions
to slow the "ethnic cleansing" campaign in Bosnia, as some members of
Congress have suggested.
"I'm convinced that the United States
cannot just simply decide to bomb a few

targets in Bosnia and reverse the situation on the ground politically," Clinton
said.
He reiterated earlier assertions,
however, that he had not made up his
mind on the matter.
In the same interview, Clinton suggested "that I may have overextended
myself" in his first days, "and we've got
to focus on big things."
Clinton expressed some touchiness in
his session with newspaper executives
on the subject of the 100-day mark,
which comes Friday, and on his inability to get his $16.3 billion stimulus package past a cohesive Republican filibuster in the Senate.

"When people say to me, 'Well, what
did you do in your first 100 days?' I say,
'What did the other guys do in their first
100 days?'"
Later, responding to a question, Clinton said it was "just not realistic" to expect that he could have moved on all his
campaign commitments in his first 100
days.
"That's why you get a four-year term,
not a three-month term," he added.
The president then made a campaignstyle evening visit to an ItalianAmerican neighborhood in Boston's
north end, ducking into a bakery for
cream-filled cannoli pastry and shaking
hands with many of the thousands of

people lining both sides of the street.
At one point, he spoke to the crowd
through his limousine public address
system, saying: "I want to thank you for
the support you gave me in the election.
I want to thank you for hanging in
there."
He apologized to the crowd for taking
Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn from the
city in nominating him as U.S. ambassador to the Vatican. "Take him, take
him," one woman cried out several
times.
In his talk to the publishers, Clinton
said he did not regret what may have
See Clinton, page eight.

Oklahoma
starts repair
after twister

Scraping Something Up

rjyTed Brisdis
The Associated Press

by Joe Peltier
police reporter

A rape report was filed with
Bowling Green police against a
University football player who
was indicted on charges of burglary and sexual imposition last
week.
Sophomore computer art
major Akili Hutchinson, 20, was
identified by the victim and a
witness as the man who raped a
female University student between Mark's Pizza Pub, Myles'
Pizza Pub and Sub Shop on East
Wooster Street, according to
police reports.
Bowling Green Police Chief
Galen Ash said an arrest in this
case may come as early as today.
"It looks like this one may go,"
Ash said.
The police are collecting evidence in anticipation of the victim filing charges.
"We are investigating it today,
looking for possible evidence and
talking to doctors," Ash said.
Hutchinson could not be
reached for comment.
According to the report, the
victim, who had been drinking
earlier that night, was inside
Mark's Pizza Pub Saturday night
when she began feeling
nauseous. She had reportedly
seen Hutchinson at Mark's before and talked to him once or
twice during the evening. He
then reportedly walked the victim outside and "acted as if he
cared that she was not feeling
well."
Outside the door Hutchinson
reportedly grabbed her by the
arm and pulled her into "a little
cubbyhole between Mark's and
Myles'." In the cubbyhole the
victim allegedly repeatedly told
Hutchinson to stop because she
did not know him. According to
the police report, he ignored her
requests, reportedly pushed her
to the ground and allegedly raped
her.
A rape kit was performed on
the victim at the Wood County
Hospital emergency room.
Police said much of the case
revolves around the willingness
of the victim and the witnesses to
share their stories.
"It all depends on how cooperative the victim and the witnesses are," Ash said.
Athletic Director Jack Gregory expressed surprise at the
latest reports of Hutchinson'* actions.
See Hutchinaon, page •even.
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Working on a plaster sculpture project due In class today, freshman graphic design major Tim Fisher scrapes his sculpture Into
form Monday afternoon in the outside sculpture area of the Fine

Arts Building. Fisher said it takes forever to get the sculpture's
form, but "once you get It the rest is much easier."

CATOOSA, Okla. - Schools
were closed, and crews began
sweeping debris from the streets
today as residents contemplated
how to put their homes and lives
back together following a tornado that killed at least seven
people.
"We'll come back," Howard
Johnson, a trash hauler, said
Sunday, "but we'll never be the
same."
Mayor Ron Berry said authorities believe ail residents in
this small community east of
Tulsa have been accounted for
since the tornado struck Saturday night, killing an 8-year-old
girl, a 77-year-old woman and
five other people. About 95 people were injured.
Homeowners were allowed
back into their neighborhoods
Sunday to inspect damage and
begin clearing rubble.
Schools will be closed this
week and may be canceled for
the remainder of the year, said
Darrell Gwartney, superintendent of Catoosa Public Schools.
The city of about 2,500 people
has only two trucks to help with
cleanup. Berry said he would ask
nearby counties for help, as well
as volunteers with pickups.
"Trying to clean up with two
trucks is like taking a spoon to
drink out of the ocean," Berry
said.

Serb assembly vetoes peace plan
byJulljana Mo|sllovlc
The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia - The first
cracks appeared Monday between Bosnian Serbs and their patrons in Belgrade
when the Serbian leadership in Bosnia
ignored a sharply worded appeal from
Serbia's president.
With tougher sanctions set to begin
Tuesday that would basically impound
any Yugoslav planes, trains and ships
that operate abroad, Serbian President
Slobodan Milosevic urged the ad hoc assembly to accept an international peace
plan to end more than a year of fighting
in Bosnia.
The assembly, meeting in the northeastern Bosnia town of Bijel jina, had met
in hurried session Sunday night but in the
end, its 77 representatives voted unanimously against accepting a
UN.-sponsored plan to end fighting in
Bosnia.
Bosnia's Serbs are dependent on Yugoslavia for supplies and moral support,
so without Yugoslav backing, they face
the prospect of being totally cut off.
The assembly's rejection of the peace
plan sets the stage for tough, new inter-

national sanctions to go into effect
against Serb-dominated Yugoslavia.
It also may bolster the arguments of
those in the West and the Islamic world
who say only force will make Bosnian
Serbs end the fighting.
Milosevic's bid to unite Serbs throughout the former Yugoslav federation in a
"Greater Serbia" is widely seen among
his foes as the chief reason for the bloodshed.
Yugoslavs "will keep on expressing
solidarity," he said in an appeal to the
Bosnian Serbs.
He added, "For what sort of benefit
must all Yugoslavia suffer the enormous
damage caused by the new sanctions?"
The international plan is "a just
peace," Milosevic said in a letter signed
by others to the Belgrade leadership.
"Your other option is an unnecessary war
which ... cannot bring anything but evil,
suffering and violence for your side and
others."
Deputies in the Bosnian Serb parliament reacted angrily. One called the authors of the letter "traitors."
War and sanctions first imposed last
May already have brought Serbdominated Yugoslavia inflation of 230

percent a month at last count, and high
unemployment has cut industrial production nearly in half. Leaks in the sanctions
allow a trickle of fuel into the country.

"Your other option is an
unnecessary war which...
cannot bring anything but
evil, suffering and violence
for your side and others."
Slobodan Milosevic, Serbian
president
The peace plan, authored by U.N. envoy Cyrus Vance and Lord Owen of the
European Community, would require
Bosnian Serbs to give up one-fifth of
what they captured.
It also would require 10 regions of
Bosnia-Herzegovina to be divided, with
three provinces each for Bosnian Serbs,
Croats and Muslims, and joint administration over the 10th, the capital district
of Sarajevo.
"We ... will continue the fight until the

end," the assembly said in a proclamation rejecting the plan."
Karadzic warned the deputies in Bijeljina: "We have to consider seriously the
possibility of military intervention
"There will be most serious pressure
on our brothers in Yugoslavia if we don't
sign," he added.
The new sanctions include freezing
Yugoslav public and private funds in
overseas banks; barring Yugoslav ships
from foreign territory; and blockading
Yugoslav goods on the vital Danube
River.
They were set to go into effect by midnight Monday New York time. In practice they would need several days for
Implementation, particularly on Yugoslavia's borders with Hungary and Bulgaria
In Washington, President Clinton
signed an executive order tightening U.S.
sanctions against Yugosalvla. In London
the British government warned sanctions
would be tightened "unless and until the
Bosnian Serbs see sense."
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Biology not
only factor in
DeBoer case
No 2-year-old child should be taken from his or
her parents and thrust into the custody of another couple ~ biological parents or not.
But because Jessica DeBoer's biological father,
who did not even realize at the time of her birth he
was the father, never signed consent forms for her
adoption in 1991, she may soon be snatched from her
adoptive parents to be raised by two people she has
never met.
David and Cara Schmidt, the biological parents,
have never given Jessy her midnight feeding. They
have never changed her dirty diapers, wiped her
runny nose or kissed away her tears when she was
hurt or afraid.
They did not hear Jessy's first words, see her first
steps or sing her her first lullaby.
But the DeBoers have.
They have nurtured her and watched her grow.
They have bathed, fed and clothed her. They have
given her love and comfort and security and stability.
These are all the things that make a parent. There
is much more to it than biology.
It is, though, undeniably unfair to David Schmidt
that he may never help to raise the child he fathered.
But as a mature adult, he should realize the effects
of this mix-up will be far worse for Jessy if he gets
custody, than for him if he does not.
And isn't Jessy really the most important person to
think about in this mess?
Instead of considering the rights of the biological
father, consider the rights of the child.
Imagine what Jessy's reaction will be if she is given to two people she has never met and told that they
are really her parents. It was all a big mistake that
she was given to the people she calls mommy and daddy in the first place.
Will she understand? No. Will she adjust? Maybe.
She shouldn't have to.
Unfortunately, it's looking quite grim for the DeBoers. They have already lost custody in one court
and, if not for an injunction, Jessy would have been
turned over to the Schmidts by now.
Now the Michigan Supreme Court is determining
her fate and the fate of her adoptive and biological
parents.
We hope the court places Jessy's rights and needs
above all else.
If it does, there is only one possible decision.
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i igned leOters or columns express the beliefs of
the individual and in no way represent the opinions
of' 'he News.
Ul readers are encouraged to express their,
opi ifons through letters to the editor and guest
coi irons. Letters should be 200-300 words, typed,
cor tain the writer's telephonentunjberand address,
plus class rank, occupation, major, and home town.
Send ali submissions to Connell Barrett,

Semester coming to a close
Thank yous, words of inspiration extended to BG community
For the past week, I've been wondering
what I should write about in my last column.
Since I'm graduating in less than two weeks
(scary!), this is more than just my last column of the semester. It is my last one EVER!
I don't know how many people actually
read my column each week, but for those
that do I have tried to take my task seriously.
My efforts have always been two-fold: to
make people laugh first and think second.
Last week Janet Skinner's guest column in
response to mine was excellent. Maybe what
she wrote will help speed up the University's
efforts toward being fully handicapped accessible. I hope so.
It was good to see such a strong response
to something I wrote. I think I actually improved as a writer throughout the semester.
Anyway, for this last column, I was really
torn about what to write. All this end of the
year "stuff" is really taking a toll on me.
Sunday night was my last chapter meeting
for Phi Kappa Psi. Monday night I presented
an award at the USG banquet. It won't be
long before I work my last lunch shift at the
Phi Mu house. Then there's all my friends to
say good-bye to; I'm lucky to have way too
many to list here.
But I did promise to mention that Todd
Downerd's band, Scapegoat, is playing in its
last BG performance on Thursday night at
Club 21. And I have to thank all the people in
the Student Activities office for all of their
advice and support the last four years, especially Gregg DeCrane.
I thought of writing a whole column of
thank yous and dedications, but then I realized only a few people would really understand them. Plus, those that would be
touched by them already know the stories I
could tell.
Finally, I reached back into my ancient
past (the back of my wallet) and found just
the perfect thing for my last column. When I
graduated from eighth grade (yes, I think
Catholics are the only people that actually
have a ceremony for leaving elementary
school), the principal handed everyone a
card with their diploma
On the card was the poem, "Desiderata,"
which was found in Old Saint Paul's Church
in Baltimore, dated 1692. More than 300
years after it was written, its words still

MIKE SEARS

offer tremendous inspiration for all of us. I
pull it out every once in awhile and try to use
it as a guide for my life.
I wanted to share it with everyone here in
Bowling Green, a place I will always remember with great joy. I would recommend
reading it the way Robert Fulghum suggests

"I don't know how many people
actually read my column each
week, but for those that do I
have tried to take my task
seriously. My efforts have
always been two-fold: to make
people laugh first and think
second."

reading his short stories: slowly and aloud.
Then, clip it, fold it up and stick it in the back
of your wallet for future reference. So here
it is, my favorite poem, dedicated to John
Antonelli, former principal at St. Hilary Elementary School:
Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and
remember what peace there may be in
silence. As far as possible without surrender, be on good terms with all persons.
Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and

listen to others, even the dull and ignorant;
they too have their story.
Avoid loud and aggressive persons, they
are vexation to the spirit.
If you compare yourself with others, you
may become vain and bitter; for always
there will be greater and lesser persons than
yourself.
Enjoy your achievements as well as your
plans.
Keep interested in your own career,
however humble; it is a real possession in the
changing fortunes of time.
Exercise caution in your business affairs;
for the world is full of trickery.
But let this not blind you to what virtue
there is; many persons strive for high ideals;
and everywhere life is full of heroism.
Be yourself. Especially, do not feign affection.
Neither be cynical about love; for in the
face of all aridity and disenchantment it is
perennial as the grass.
Take kindly the counsel of the years,
gracefully surrendering the things of youth.
Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in
sudden misfortune.
But do not distress yourself with imaginings.
Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.
Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle
with yourself.
You are a child of the universe, no less
than the trees and the stars; you have a right
to be here.
And whether or not it is clear to you, no
doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.
Therefore be at peace with God, whatever
you conceive Him to be, and whatever your
labors and aspirations, in the noisy confusion of life keep peace with your soul.
With all its sham, drudgery and broken
dreams, it is still a beautiful world.
Be careful. Strive to be happy.
Mike Sears is graduating shortly and unit
begin his quest for a masters degree in history at Ball State University. His views do not
necessarily represent those of this newspaper. They certainly don't represent themselves very well, much less anything else.
Regardless, everyone here at The News
wishes him the best - most of us, anyway.

U.S. exploits southern neighbors
To the Editor:
This letter is in regards to the
recent UN Truth Commission's
report on atrocities that are
taking place in the Central American nation of El Salvador.
Unfortunately, this is only the
tip of a very large iceberg.
As horrible as were the murders of several hundred men,
women and children at El Mazote
by the U S.-trained Atlacatl battalion, it merely pales in comparison to what has been happening
on a much larger scale all over
the world.
The Reagan and Bush administrations armed and supplied both

the Contras in Nicaragua and
Jonas Savimbi's army in Angola,
both of whom committed similar
terrorist acts against civilians in
their respective countries.
The South African government, the CIA and very wealthy
individuals in the United States
armed the Renamo rebels, who
invaded Mozambique, committing unspeakable atrocities and
laying wanton waste to the country.
The countries of Angola and
Mozambique could possibly become the next Somalia, requiring
massive food shipments and
several thousand troops from the

United States in order to prevent
millions from starving.
Then, in Latin America, there
are the thousands of disappeared
students, union organizers,
priests, environmentalists, land
reformers and a number of others who were killed by death
squads set up by the CIA.

The wealthy of this country
want the wealthy In power in
other countries so they can exploit the cheap labor and natural
resources of those countries.
If one doubts this theory, then
they need only begin to think of
all the American factories being
translocated to Third World nations.

In Guatemala, police death
squads torture and kill homeless
street children. The CIA established the series of fascist
governments ruling Guatemala
since 1954.

It is sad and unfortunate, but it
is a system of exploitation, just
as was colonialism. It is called
imperialism, and it is a product
of the vaunted, much-praised
capitalist system.

It Is a massive war of the rich
against the poor.

/

Gary Sudborough
Beimower, Calif.

•
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America's Limbaugh a
narrow-minded person
"It's "The Rush Limbaugh
Show" starring - Rush Limbaugh!"
Rush Limbaugh. Is he Americans favorite "blowhard" or
the Prince of the Conservatives?
With all the wit and cleverness of a marginally bright
school yard bully, Limbaugh
entertains an estimated IS million listeners each day with his
right-wing diatribes.
This show is clearly a conservative talk show with one,
and only one, person doing all
the talking. This leads his
viewers into accepting everything he says as the undisputed
truth.
And it brings them into the
"all or nothing" dysfunctional
thinking of a conservative
American way.
The show's political format
is one-sided, and some of his
viewers take him all too seriously.
Although the show is intended to be humorous and is
protected by the First Amendment, it is dangerously close to
racism and, at best, demonstrates to Americans that there
is always room for another
"blowhard."
The show intends to be a political and current events talk
show like those on Sunday
morning, such as "This week
with David Brinkley" or "Meet
the Press."
However, Rush does not succeed.
At the very least, he fails to
air both sides of the issue; this
is unlike other shows. Rush is a
master of the straw man technique. He has a talent that sets
up a character and his or her
point of view and then decontextualizes it, always ignoring
any other part of the issue.
Consider the following example, which reveals Rush's
simple, forceful, quick hit-andrun diatribes on the York
County, Pa. "Sexout."
"They had a great Sexout.
Parents on Monday the 22nd of
March decided to show their
kids the way. Teen pregnancy
between IS- and 19-year-olds is
at an all-time high in York
County. [About] 16 percent of
girls IS to 19 gave birth in
1990, and parents are upset
about this.
"Now I had a lot of problems
with this. The intentions are
good. [However] I mean the
idea of having to demonstrate
something, or provide a role
model for something like this,
is something that I think is
dangerous, because it means to
me that parents are afraid to
exercise authority. And that is

GUEST
COLUMN
Kevin D. Vaughn
what parents are. Parents are a
guide post.
"Parents have lived longer
than kids. They're supposed to
be able to tell and share knowledge and information and
teach based upon the fact that
they've lived longer. It's not
that kids are stupid; it's just
they don't have life experiences that adults do."
This excerpt from Rush's
show clearly identifies his narrow mindedness.
He fails to consider the various complications surrounding an unwed teen's pregnancy.

"His viewers are like
the peasants in the
fable who believed
whatever they were
told; they did not want
to be thought of as
stupid or incompetent.
Still, other viewers
watch for
entertainment value,
decidedly not
disturbed by his
narrow-minded
thinking."

Furthermore, just about any
measure of teaching the kids is
suitable if there is a chance
that it will get through to them.
The York County folks are
thinking about the enormity of
the pregnancy issue and have
called for parents to be
"peers," as well as good role
models for the kids to follow.
Moreover, we can consider
Rush's comments beginning
with the sentence "And that is
what parents are."
This excerpt, when compared to the first two sentences
of the quotation, is evidence of
a true trait of conservatives "they are usually guilty of
whatever they accuse others of
being."
Specifically, he condemns to
"show the kids the way" idea
yet goes on and on about "parents are a guide post." This de-
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scription sure sounds like
"parents are showing the way"
tome.
We can also criticize Rush's
narrow-minded perspective.
Additionally, the entire show
runs in a sketchy hit-and-run
format that does not deal with
the whole of an issue.
He announces a brief
thought then runs to another
subject or commercial under
the guise of "not enough time,
we got to go."
Furthermore, Rush repeats
himself frequently, touting his
supposed greatness, referring
to his viewers as people who
hang on his "every syllable,"
which is part of the "I'm the
greatest 'mental-tality'" (mentally-ill mentality).
This boom box persona is
definitely a persuasive tool,
one that is not unfamiliar to
those viewers of Sunday morning religious shows, like "Jimmy Swaggert" and "The 700
Club."
Rush's viewers "appear" to
be white, conservative, Protestant, Bible carrying, Godfearing Rush soldiers, who
often answer in unison with
"amen" to his comments.
This type of audience seemingly does not have the wherewithal to form their own opininions and seem to like to be
spoon fed by Rush.
On the other hand, there are
viewers who may have an opposing view but watch to become aware of what the conservative position is on current
events.
One viewer said that Rush
reminded her of the emperor in
the Hans Christian Anderson
fable, "The Emperor's New
Clothes." Rush spends all of his
time talking about how great
"his new clothes" are when, in
reality, he is buck naked.
Even worse, his viewers are
like the peasants in the fable
who believed whatever they
were told; they did not want to
be thought of as stupid or incompetent.
Still, other viewers watch for
entertainment value, decidedly
not disturbed by his narrowminded thinking.
"The Rush Limbaugh Show"
is very successful insofar as
the mass audience that it assembles and in its ability to
hold viewers attention for 30
minutes.
Rush, however, has a onesided attitude and style that
does not allow him to fully face
the issues. I believe the show
ultimately fails, unless, of
course, you don't mind knowing but a single side of an issue.
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ground, cartoons were on in the
Union. Today's features included
"Saved By the Bell," a comedy
which I believe is aimed at preteens.
Isn't it comforting that BGSU
is meeting all the programming
interests of 13- to 16-year-olds?

Roger H. Hall
Graduate, Instructor
History

"For God so loved the world
that He gave His only-begotten Son
so that whoever trusts in Him
might not perish,
but have eternal life."
(John 3:16)

$31.95

Services Available
pre-conditioning • sanitizer* carpet protector
Expires May 31, 1992
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THE ULTIMATE QUESTION

AFFORDABLE CARPEI CLEANING

I 6.95 per room

'

To the Editor
seen in my five-plus years on this
I recently noticed that two tel- campus.
evisions have been bolted up on
Adding another layer of noise
the walls at each end of the stu- in the dining room is bad enough
dent Union dining area.
- even more absurd is that the
I assume this is somebody's volume is high enough to be disidea of improvement. What was tracting but not loud enough to
the actual thinking behind this clearly hear what is being said,
decision? Does the administra- should one be interested.
tion actually believe that stuWhile CNN televised the
dents just don't have enough ac- Branch Davidian compound in
cess to television already?
Waco, Texas, burninR to the
I wonder when we will have
"big screen bathrooms."
I don't want to exaggerate its
importance, but to me, putting
televisions in the Union is possibly the dumbest change I have

(ARPET

(./-or

1

3

Union TVs merely add noise

i Third st Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-43*04

The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pij
Proudly Present Their
New Initiates:
Holly Jo Marzetti
Kristin Gamary
Tanya Thome
Katie Shantz

35

2

by James R. Burnt

4:00-7:00...$4.75

The Pheasant Room
7 oz. Ribeye Steak Dinner
w/potato & side dish.
Hours: Lunch 11:30 -1:30 M-F
Dinner 4:30 - 7:00 MR

Only $6.95

Quantum f 0 tar** accepted 4-7 enh/ far an campus rturfancs
Quantum ft car* accepts*1 all day Par off campus students

From this, the best known verse of the
Christian Bible (and other verses), we learn:
1) God loves the whole world (including you).
2) Because of His great love He gave His
only-begotten Son, Jesus Christ, to pay the
penalty for our sins so that we might have
eternal life.
3) Only the people who trust in Jesus Christ
will have eternal life. It implies that we cannot
save ourselves. Those who continue to trust in
something or someone other than Jesus Christ
will perish in the final judgment.
Suggested prayer: 0 God, please have
mercy on me, the sinner. Lord Jesus, please
come into my heart and give me eternal life.
Please teach me Your ways and help me to
find fellowship with others who trust in You.
"For the wages of sin Is death, but the free
gift of God Is eternal life In Christ Jesus our
Lord. "(Romans 6:23)

PQ YQU HAVE ETERNAL UFE?
Provided as a public service by:
the Bowling Green Evangelistic Association
comments may be sent c/o 105 Haskins Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

April 27,1993

The BG News

Ms. Bronze stresses inner beauty
by Cindy Krogh
contributing writer
Freshman theater major Tarre
Holmes was Saturday night's
winner of the 20th annual Ms.
Bronze Pageant.
The Ms. Bronze Pageant, sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, was created for AfricanAmerican woman representing
different student organizations
on campus. The pageant stresses
talent, poise and cognitive abilities rather than physical beauty.
•The most positive aspect of
the pageant was that there was
no bathing suit competition,"
Holmes said, adding the contestants were not exploited in any
way.
First runner-up Angela Thomas agreed.

"I thought this was a positive event for women of
color because there was no bathing suit
competition. The contestants were only judged on
internal abilities."
Angela Thomas, first runner-up
"I thought this was a positive
event for women of color because there was no bathing suit
competition. The contestants
were only judged on internal
abilities," Thomas said.
The five contestants had seven
weeks of training for eight hours
a week, during which they were
shown the proper ways to walk,
talk and think on their feet. This
training was conducted by the
contest's talent coordinator and
treasurer of Phi Beta Sigma, Ed-

ward Long.
Long said his efforts were motivated by the pageant's focus on
inner beauty.
"This is why the contestants
want to participate in the
contest," Long said. "Men have
the stigma of focusing on outer
beauty. [The members of Phi
Beta Sigma] want to consider all
the qualities of a woman."
Long also said the event, which
was attended this year by 500
people, allows students a chance

to attend an affordable formal
event.
All the contestants said they
felt positive about their participation in the contest.
The second runner-up, Camela
Chavers, said the pageant was a
bonding process free of competition.
"There was no competition,"
Chavers said. "We gave each
other support."
Freshmen athletic training
major Melissa Bibb agreed with
Chavers.
"There wasn't any competition,
we were just having fun," Bibb
said.
During the training period, the
contestants practiced their talents in front of each other and
gave each other constructive
criticism.

"This is why the contestants want to participate in
the contest. Men have the stigma of focusing on
outer beauty. [The members of Phi Beta
Sigma] want to consider all the qualities of a
woman.
Edward Long, Phi Beta Sigma
Holmes said all the contestants
wanted to help each other during
these training sessions.
"We were all friends in the beginning, and we were all friends
in the end," she said.
The contestants said they believed the pageant was well organized.
"I commend the work and
labor that went into the event,
especially [on the part of] Edward Long," ethnic studies major
Corassc Germany said.
Germany said the pageant is

the biggest event of the year for
African-American students. "It's
a reunion," she said.
Holmes was awarded a $500
scholarship, Thomas received a
$300 scholarship and every contestant earned a trophy.
The five-judge panel consisted
of two doctorate students and
three faculty members.
The pageant also highlighted
other talent, including music
performed by Shades of Ebony,
..& The Band and last year's Ms.
Bronze, LaTonya Johnson.

The KEY's

Most Wanted List
Help!!! 28 West Hall Is being taken over by non-claimed yearbooks!
The following students need to pick up their copy of the 1992 Key:
Georgetown Manor Apts.
Jaflray P. Abor
Jaaon CtaA Ada/no
Tracy All—
MaflrtowAain
Jonathan Aldor
Ehjabolh A kg
Jul* Ann Allan
Dana AJJ«on
Jll Mar* Amowla
Canty Amos

Jut* Anoanon
LuU Andoraon
Mar* D Antfaraon
Ky* Anthony
Curl* Angofcna

hUhoUoArg*
Kmtan Arnold
MokndaC Arthur
Maagan Aahanbrornor
Treat Aakna

KavnAhaood
Micnaal Awry
Marthow Aaaron Bachm.
Bav.n BadOoH
J*nrta»r Bagga
K a ray I Bach
Hoalhor Barwy

ScotlC. B»kw
Tracy Bakkar
KavinR. Bakl«doo

Ahaa Bandokor
Jaaon C. Bartnan
Uatiaaa Barman
Chr Mm Ba/naby
EncJ. Barrafl
Douglaa Barriokman
Damol* Barron
RachaJBa/ta
Michoi* Barthokj*
Kary Balaman
LoraBaukw
Jul*R. Bauman
Jonnrfor I. BaaJI
Saan P Baaty
JoflBack
Chriat.na Baiar*
Joann* Balchar
Mark Ball
Branda Baaanoo
Cathanna Baitar
Janrvta* Baaa*
Paint* J. Banr>an
Kftala Banmngholor
Bradtoy J. Bantar
Bat nan y A* i ■ Sanyo
ChroBonah
Brian Barmng
Haathor Brthop
Mchaat Blakamora
MM Joa Blanch**
Juko Blanchong
Nora Bkxngian
DabBoahrn
loo AnnBooan
Tracy Bott
HotyL. Booth
RoborlB.Boal
Gwan Bowt.n
Douglaa Edward Bragg
Karri Branham
NooiBrakaa
Ka*V Anna Brannan
Uchaol Brannart
Palar Brant
Dabora Brawar
Thomaa Brigga
Anna Bnngardna*
Jaflray P. IfMaSf
Ronald Jaaon Breton)
Mchola A Brookl
Androa Brown
JonnJar Lyn M Broam
KaranL. Brown
Patnck C. Brown
TaraA. Brunt
Branda Buchanan
Brian L. Buchanan
Enc K. Buckngham
0«bba> Buahlar
Donald Bumbuluci
Caoha S. Bunting
Chraty Bunang
Both Bunted
John P. Burka
TobiBurhhad
Darnaa Buraby
AJaaonBurl
rtmoaSy Alan Bury, Jr.
Jootca Buaby
Lynn 0. Buaaman
Eloabath Bytnton
Uanhaw J. Byma
Johnna CaJhoon
Jaaon CampbaH
Lauran Canniatraro
Joaaph Canronarl
Lynn Cap*
Jartaana Cappara
Anna Carmaan
U«haa1 Wat> Car.*
Anp* M. CarroK
Daiwai Carrol
Bryan Cartar
JamaaJ.Cartar.Jr.
SaanCary
Ertn Caaay
Todd A. OMbM
CarnaCayton
Marganat Cofcrwr
Slovo Carman
JJChambor.
NaiChanay
John BurwaH Chapman
Roaa> Chapman
•VMChanay

JohnChoalock

Holly L.Gaang

DamdCMda
David Chiison

Uanhaw Gogg*

Elaabath Cho
Kaihanna Chmlanaon
Mchaita Chrrttwn

WJIClarka
Davd W Clawaon
Andraa Ctamantt
Knati Clavangar
Tracy Coaatt
Rabart Earl Comba

Michaal Cormlock
Jama Connor
Kaflh R. Conroy
Juka Mana Cook
AmyCooka

Shay fhcola Cooka
AmyCoopar
Jam* Sua Copa
Johnna Cornafta
Oawn Courtnay

Aaron N Co.
Tina Co7ro7i
Mark Crawford
S ShofcyCroA
Thomaa Cromn
Anno Crookshank
EnnE. Crowa
Stacy Crum
Candca M. Cullan
Timothy E. Cumrranoa
Amy Cumpslon
Anthony Ray Cunningham
Michaal Czarmawaki
Tom DaDanta
Kr»lina OataaanoVo
Ma/fona 0 all on
Androw Davw
KovtnP Dava
Nalaka Ji Oav*
Jannaar Dackar
Brandt Dobph
hkookv DaLuca
Uaflhow R. Donton
Carman Oaagranga
Jonnrtor DaSocio
WaakryDaw
UaroataOau
Slovon R. Oickson
Dma D*gko
MilchaH D iv ant
Rachaaa DtVifto
Angola D. ■ on
ErcaDoabal
Scon Doaachar
Jonnrfor Doll
Diana Lynn Donahua
Chriaimo Donlay
Juaa Ann Dorain
Staphan J Doughtan
Goraly n Downoa
Staphan Otagar
DavHj Drapor
Tharaaa Drown
Claira Duncan
Slalanta Duncan
Sua Dur*aJ
UariaDunn
Dan«<la Du Pratt
Bndgat Dwyof
Staphan a) A. Ebaraolo
NaUkoEflron
JaannaEH.t
KnaiaEachaki
Angal E Etpmaaa
Chraty Etimg
Brandon Evana
Brad A. Evamardl
L«a P. Evomarl
Tma M Ewriy
PainaaEwafa
Caaaandra Ewmg
Amy Fair
Barbara Fannm
Moty L. Farlay
Wandy Farran
Thomaa J. Faa
Rhonda FaRman
Cathlaan Farko
Joa Farnandai
Coray Farnangal
Bathany S. Fatxar
Rabacca Fmkai
Shorn/ Fiaha*
Laa A Fttro
PamaU FrUgoraU
CoMaan Flahorty
Adam Flanagan
Carrot Flamng
Chad A Fkyy
Audroy Flowan
Uanhaw Robart Fotay
DavatFoor
Jonathan Foa
JonnaarFrahn
Rob Franc*
Uakaaa Fraaburg
Bnan C. FraaawMk
Car a Laa Froudanborgor
W. Uoma Fraoh*
OanFry
EMharFry
JaflrayaFry
Uaflhow Law* Fry
Janrxfar Fuahrar
JanrJar OaAon
SoonQafeaway
Kr*l-> Gamarry
Jaaon J. Gamb*
Uakaaa Anno Garten
AlanGamoon
LonGaaa
Aaron U.Qaah
jBhnQaat

JudaGoot
SaachaAOo*!
Lam/Ganova Jr.
Tnu L. Gaorgi
Thomaa Anthony Goraa
H Uchaal Gorboth
BilGarmond
Jany Garrad
Staphan* Gati
Sandy Giallanza
0an*l C. Gbbon»
Chrotophor G-lbart
Kannoth Gil
Amanda Gil*nwatar
JanGnaap*
Rodnay Qataptt
PamaU J. Ga>n
MarkGaitorl
ErieGingraa
Jod. GUdtactor
Saan P. Glad*ux
Thomaa J Glanti

Angola Glasaoo
hkoo* U. Gmarak
DaanaGon<boa
JoahGoma<

Javwr Gonjalai
Mi/i Goniak*
ShaiaGomaku
Daborah Goodwin
Hopo Goodwin
LynnGoodyaar
Patricia Grady
Kmbarty Grail
Angola U. Graham
Juka Graham
Androw Scott Groan
DanaGraon
Donna L Groan
TaraO Groano
Suaan Groanidgo
Donica Grogoory
JflS Grogory
Shannon Gra^
JackiGncar
Saan Grifith
Jamaa u Grooan. Jr.
Chrialophar Haaa
Kim HagonachnoKlor
BrotHaggy
Conn* Hall
Thomaa A. Hal
baton* Hambracht

Robort Hamlon
Amy Hamm
Stac* Hannon
Patroa Haraon
Kant HartMugh
Uardalh Ha/dtka
Nathan*) L. Hama
Kaaharna S. Harnaon
Juaa Hart
Jul* Hart man
Jod! Hat alma n
i»nnd»i Hat tan
Jaromy I ata Haatmgt
Rodnay W Hattory
Jannrfar H aught
Uakaaa Ann Haught
Ehiabath D. Haun
UarkL. KauaMd

U«haolHaynaa
BonHoadkM
Bacfcy Hagnauar
Kiotan Hoaghbargor
Shatla Ha*hman
Wandy Halrmg
JaongHao
Shawn Honck
Amanda Hanion
Stalan* Hading

Amy L Hoydrngor
Haalhor Hayman
Kimbady H«a
Grag Paul Hckoy
Brandon HM
Erin U. Hlchoook
RagnaL. HobM
Nancy Jana Holoomb
AndrMHoklan
UalanwHotars
Joan U. Hoknaa
Tarry Horan
Toby Laa Hord
Holly A Hortandar
Donna Laa Horn
Uakaaa Horn
JohnHornaby

KnatiHomaby
Todd Uchaol Homt
Staphan J Houk
Jonnitor Howard
CarkN Jaaon Hughaa
Oan*IHuiar
Uchaol A. Hunt
KtkE.Huniiior
RtfhvdJ. Hura
Chnt Hurfay
Oawn Ingram
Cany Ann laraal
Jaaon T. JaoVaon
Goorgo Jacob*
Soon Jacob*
Suaan Jakubko

Amy Jo Jamaa

Aaron Jaaon Jonaa
Amy Ehiabath Jonaa
Cathanna Poart Jonaa

Cynthia Jonaa
Grogory A. Jonaa
Martha Anna Jonaa
Shawn Ju'tt
Jul* Kahlanborg
TiMany L. Kana
CharytKakn
BradKoown
Haalhor Kattal
Jonnilor King
Kown C. Kng

Tammy Kmg
Richard U. Kngary
Dabb* Kmno
Thomaa Kmnay
Jay Kaach
Joy Kmghl
L*tl Kmghl
Rabacca Kohlhonvl
JoHroy Koncki

John T. Konovaky. Jr.
KahaKopJ
Suiranna Koryta
Mart,no Kottman
Amy Kotn*
Join/ Kovatch
Kotry Kraamor
Kntti Krakar
Angola Kruta

AnnaWao Kiuppa
Dav>dKutMCl
Brand. Kugktr
Ua/y Kulakoaki
Ann Kurlanbach
Lora Lattarty
Kimborly Laka
Kali* Lamb
Andraa Langham
DawdLaub
Stavan Lauthort
Dan*l Lavo*
Paul Alan Lawdu
Dona* Lawitiko
Jul* Lawranca
Amy N. Lawaon

UrichoUC. Lawaon
Andraa Laaf
JoAnn OanawLaa
Cynthia U. Lakdd
Arny Lynn Lofton
Shafey Lagg
Jana C Lahmann
Chan Laval
JamLM
Kathor.no LomoXo
Lnda R Lane
GVjort E Laapotd
NAki Lattaj
Charyl L Lavandoaki
Oaniaa LaVata
Sarah Law*
Chra Lawtor
David Lai
Arml-bol
Chr-ttophar Lianhan
Jonnilor Dawn L-ghtcap
U. Ciytial Lrt«
Lawranca S. Lmuamch
Kathy Loovaky
Mary Tharaaa Lratormann
NaJuMoLohon
BradiayW Long
Stacy Loom*
Kay Lot hot
Jonmtor Lovafoy
Hartoy J Lovotand
Bathany Lowray
GkwiLubbart
Douglaa Stavan Ludmann
Caaa* Luadaeka
Hoatho* Ranaa Lynch
TcddUcAbaa
Jonny McAlkatar
Lyne Forth UcCartdwa*
Anna M. UcCtain
Joanna UoCkiro
Staoay UcCur*
Claim UcOonnolt
Patnck McGuira
Enn C. UcHugh
Can* Mcmtoah
Dan«lla Uclaan
PamaU UeUahon
Jack* UoNamara
Kaiy UcOuada
K-nborlyMaaa
Joaaph Machor
Todd A. Uachuoa
UchoUa Uagin
KnaUUahonay
Kathloon J. Uatonoy
Dobra Uamnck
NK-t.Manlay.Jr
Andraa Uann
Chrntmo Uar*a
Brian Manach
Owan Marahall
Amy E. Uartn
Jan.no Uartm
Ang* Martina/
Laura Martmai
Jul* Martin.
Uary Martm,

David Laa Johnaon. Jr.
Kaihanna U Johnaon

Cathy Uaam
BradUaaon
Chriatophar UaatranaOo
J«nnla« Uatha
Uaknda Uathaw*

l Ranaa Johnaon
• Johnaon
Tammy Jo Johnaon

FrodlaanHaa
Chnaty Uavrdogtou
SOT" May
hhchoUUayat

Todd Jankowaki

Chuttophor Uoad
Jaflray C. Maaly
Jul* A. Momhan
Mautw^n Ann Mallo
RacholS. Uaaon
Kali. AdoU Uonka
Kimborly Uannaga
Oavid MorhUy
Staphan* UanlUt
MK holla Uaronk
■
-*
Uarnck
ChiatarVar Uatraa
JaHUatry
Carol Uottt
Janndar Anno Mayor
Stova Mayor
Arch* R Uayora
Dan*l Uickay
BrucaUiCkUy
Staphan* Uillard
Diana Uar* UiUor
G'othchon Urtar
Gwandalynn UilUr
Jod* K. U illar
John Uark M.iwi
KaaayL. UMM
Tonya Uikar
Kalo Uiliron
Rabaoca A. Urnar
Robort T Umshall
Jar* Rabacca Mir cho"
Shannon AJyto UrtchoU
Suaan UichaM
Amanda H. Moorch
Chrittmo Uog
Moll* Monahan
Kaith Monnm
Mary Bath Monty
Bryan R. Moora
Dav-J R Moora
GaryL. Moora
K.m Moora
Robart Uooabruggor
Hoalhor K. Uoronoy
V«*y Morrow
Jannlar Morton
Chart* MosKoy
JubaMoa*
Batir Mottaahad
Anthony 0 MuhUnkamp
Amy Muhlanthawr
Alan S. Uuldar
Bnan Uurphy
Shawn Patnck Murphy
Cathy Myon
Nicholas Myar*
Ronald E. Nabort
Scotl Na gal
AmyNartlar
Bnan Narthar
JoflNaumann
Kathloan Noa
LoriNoat
Uonca NaUon
RondaK. Nam*h
JwkaNattat
Rabacca N^ut
Barbara Loanr* Nhodam
M-a Nohl
QinaL. North
Apnl Norton
Molly Null
Bocky Nuaakabol
Carolina 0 Br*n
Joaaph E. O Br*n
Chi rtt mo O'Horron
Duncan Kum Okuma
Ga/yOtaon
LuOfaon
ColUan O No."
Branda Ottorhoh
Bathany Otto
Amy Ovorbargo*
Amy Pabat
El* M. Palmar
Todd L Panotta
Daron J. Pankako
Jonnoar M. Par*.
Am Part.Manrww R Parrka*
Saan Ruwal Parkor
Michoto Partm
John P. Paatink
Slava Patrick
Gna Paul
Michaal Paul
Daborah Pa*
Danrsa Pai
Jufca Payr*
Jottica Paglow
Ka#y Pondorgaat
Mho Panmngton
Bryan Pann«
Bnan N. Papar
Edward J Parko
Dot- Potaraorw
Bnan Patror*
Haa*Ptwlkpa
Ragrna Pnoa*
Mchaol A. PA
Haathor J. Planaa
Uanhaw PoUnoo
Anthony Pokng
WitkamPokng
Tharaaa Poaok
Haathor Pottock
PamaU J. Poranaki
Suaan L-Poat
Amy Pont
UichaolPowar
Carol Prakw
Brad A. Pnoa
Qragory Pnoa
Nancy Pnoa
Erica Prigg

Diana Prohaaka
Chrrttophor S. PuNon
Bruca D. Purdy. Jr.
JubaOuick
BunyOmlan
Tyaon Rahrg
Jannfar Rakowtci
Michaita Rak)h
Irani Rammol
JonFUsbach
tngar Rasmutsan
JaHRavhn
Uark Ray
JoramyL.Rackor
Enn K. RoddKA
Carr*S Rodman
Jannitar Road
Dawn Raody
Amy Roovor
Paul W. Ra<nka
Amanda Rano
TomRoynokhl
Stuart Rhaa
Mam* Rhan
Chartona R^hardi
Laun Richard*
Tracay Rcharda
Wkirn T. Richard*
UalindaRaJat
Amy R*manima
Jommtfor Rial
Jod. H.ng*
Todd Ring*
Ruth Ra tvoy
JoHRachoy
JaHRu
Uark Run
Joaaph P. Roact
Chad Robart*
Knatina Robart*
Ang* Robomon
Borynda Robinaon
Conn* Rodnguo;
Voronica Rodnguai
Jonmtor Rooach
JodiB. Rogant
CharMt ROOM
Uaflhow Rooaa
Katy SuaRoaa
Karn RoaandaJa
Chiotma Roaanthal
Jay Roltinghar*
Uaradrth Rott.nghaua
K. Jilt Rowa
Oan*l Ruckman
Jamaa U. Ruhian
AmyRupka
Bradkty Alwn Ruth
0v\ Ruah
Laal* fluttoti
Lynno K. Rulhortord
Kimborly Lynn Sadd*.
Staooy L SaHran
Cra.g S. Sakal
Richard T. Saltrmn
UichaatSani
Amy Sandar
Alai Sand»lrom
Jon Sant.ni. Jr.
Chnttma Sauor
Tic* Rana Savanna
Jenn.lar Schaotor
Chuttophor Schahar
Kalk/ L. Schauar
SuaSchauar
Bath Schmaft
Cia^j Schmidl
John Schmxlt
Soon A. Sehnoidor
Shawn L. Sehnoidor
Todd Sehnoidor
Dorak Schora*
Joaaph L. Schrock
Sutuan Schuaran
Jul* Schufcar
Jamaa H. Schulz
Danno Scott
Syhraalor Kovin Scon
Tammy Scon
Ronald F Socroi
UAoSogna
Panny So.tj
Chnotophor Soldo n
Ramona Sama
Jul* Shado
Brian ShaHor
Janntfar U. Shapoo
Todd Uchaol Shawtar
Ere Shaohy
Andraa Shamborg
Bnan Sharman
UchatU Shoo
Daborah Shupp
AngaU SckmlUr
Uchaal S*bana*r
Jill Simmon*
Shannon Uar* S#ma
Ere Shown
HaaJhar Skown
Grogory T SUwinaki
Paula Smaaaa
Amy Ekiaboth Smlh
Dwna Potiilo Smith
Haathor Laa Srrwh
Jaaon Hugh Smrth
Jaaon J. Smith
KaHay CtwMtma Smrth
Uanhaw Pnoa Smah
Shawn Smrth
Sh.loh Mario Smrth
RoboccaSnal
Karth Snodo
Dana Snydar
Joaaph H. Snydar
Cynth* L. Sohayda

Holy Sommar
JiHR Sommar
Dawn Spado
Sharon Sutan Spaoth
Laura U Spooknan
Adrionno Spa./or
Lor. Sponco
Ki ma Sp'ii*
Scon Spraguo
Knsla Stacy
Jonathan St ad lor
Ang* Stallo
Jama* StaraJ
Sharon I. Stoon
JaHray P. SWanoc
Cynthia SloHon
KyU Slavonton
Karon Stowart
Staphan* Slmiiano
Bnan Sim
Ang* St. Myort
Laura Stoobck
N*J» Stolio,
Chnttmo Slonor
Robooca A Storay
Marci Stork
Jut* Straubhaar
Alyson L Stnckor
Chnttir* Strickland
Jonnilor Sere*
Dav.d Suolror
Bnan Swmhor
Hoalhor Lyn Sfymantki
JoHTadlock
Karon Taglujunonta
Jottray Taytor
JoHroy M. Tac*
Va*r* Taylor
Bryan Than
Soott Thompaon
JodyF. Toaar
Dann* J. Tomch
Shanda Tombnton
Tre* Toth
Chon/I Traayk
Scon Troogor
Tracy Traon
Stacoy Tucholtfci
Thomaa Mchaol Ulna
Carr* Ann Vadm.
Vcky VaUntma
Jaaon R. VanButkirk
Chad Van Dutwi
Jott Vaughn
G,-.i Vach,jiolk
Torn Vdor
AmyVoowrok
Robort J. Vnuk
Shor* R. Vondomaar
Sua Vopcka
Natal* Vortl
Robort T. Wagnor
Richard F. Wal
Robart WaJkar
L*a Mchola Wamor
Susan War nor
Bill Walton
Brad C. Wwda
Tom Wadokal
Jan.cn Wa.nman
Jam. Wairauch
Joromy Waach
Haalhor Sua WaJtt
McholU WanU
Robokah Worth
Juka Wotolowtki
Todd J. Wot iaIti
Staphan* Waal
Bob Woatorkamp
JohWoatmoyar
Cara WhaUn
Suianna WhooUr
AaoaR Whaa
Karon Joanna WMa
Krntm L. Whitohou**
Rachot Whiting
PaulWhybraw
Uchaol W*tonski
Wanda Wg'*ld
Enn Wad
Dabra Witunaon
Chnatophor I. Vtttama
Cynthia A. Wiliama
Jan* U. Wfcama
Karon Witkamt
N*. W.lkama
Sarah W.lliamt
Jul*K Wibon
Amy Wi nonWtor
Uargaral A. WWU
J* Wort
Maool Wong
Valor* Wonnaoon
Qragory F. Wood*
Androw Wourma
Robn Wfflht
Timothy Chariot Wnght
Haamor Mar* Vakach
Jannrlar Yobrar
Laur* Ann Yough
Tamara J. Young
Shawna Yunckar
Stavan ZaUr
Tonya Zanamaky
Marga/rot Zaaar
Dawn Zimmorman
Nancy Znkan
Jonrwfar Zilkov
Shorn Zurak

800 - Third Street
352-4966

Summer/Pall vacancies. 1 BR & 2 BR
furnished units. Free air-conditioning/heat/
*electricit/water/sewer/trash pick-up. Competitive rents.
>
Excellent location. Check us out!

Gucfe"-

Grand Re-Opcni
We've been remodeling this wintei
.and are loaded with inventory
*
ready for the '93 season.
w
V)\3'
tW
Is SPRING really going lo get here?
(\\e
We want lo move lots of inventory
because we've got a lot of stuff.
-jTyfy
We believe you won't find
4pX^~ a"y better selection in NW Ohio. wfrwDFTl
n^V*
We've remodeled and expanded our store
to provide you better selection and service.
We've got every stitch of our clothing on sale!
SAVE 10%, 25%, and even 50% off!
We have tables set up with a variety of items
wc want to clear out at 20% to 40% off.

248 S. Main

352-8578

The Sisters of Alpha
Omicron Pi Congratulate
and Wish the Best of Luck
to the Seniors going Alum
this Spring.
Angle Powell
Heather Haverfield

Jennifer Daube
Kim Hall

Missy Lutz
Michelle Stachler
Jennifer Neroni
Chrissy Sauer
Cheri Triner
Gretchen Hoover

Jodie Castanza
Allison McKinney
Dee Drake
Molly Fitzgerald
Trisha Gray
Lara Lee
Kim Ratajczak

Katie Simko
Terri Watters
Tammy Sippy
Jennifer Shapiro

Lucinda Robbins
Lisa Salvatore
Melissa McAtee
.
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Students should consider will preparation
Probate Judge Robert C. Pollex, of the
Wood County Court of Common Pleas,
said a will should be an important aspect of everyone's life.
"I always advise everyone to have a
will," he said.
Although senior citizens have greater
assets and a greater need for estate
planning, having a will is a practical
measure for people of all ages, he said.
"If you're young, you don't think you
need a will," he said.
Pollex said younger people who delay
will preparation are perhaps afraid of
the legal expense of conferring with an
attorney about a will, or maybe place a
higher priority on other things.
University students can take advantage of the services provided by Stu-

by Sharl L. Veleba
courts reporter
Jane Doe had the world by the tail - everything was going her way. She
even found a job after her college graduation.
With her first paycheck, she made a
down payment on a new car, and with
some savings that had built up over
time, she was finally able to "own"
things.
But when she died without a legal
will, her treasured possessions did not
end up in the hands of people she
thought would appreciate them the
most because the distribution of her
property was dictated by state law.

dent Legal Services Inc. and have a valid will written for no cost other than
the $4 charge at the beginning of the
year.
SLS Managing Attorney Greg Bakies
said he has written about 50 wills for
students this year, many of whom have
children or spouses.
"I would strongly encourage anyone
who is married and has children to have
a will because estate and guardianship
provisions permit them to direct the
courts as to who they feel would be the
best guardians of the children," he said.
Bakies said a will may not be needed
by students who do not own much property. However, he added that without a
will, the person has no choice in deciding who gets what property. In that in-

stance, the dispersal of the property is
decided by state law.
While students can receive free legal
advice through SLS, Pollex said wills
are generally not too expensive.
"Wills are one of the better bargains
of legal service," he said.
He said lawyers do not charge much
to draw up a will because they would
most likely handle the added business
of the estate distribution.
Pollex said while having an attorney
draw up a will is preferable than writing one yourself, the latter is not uncommon. However, two things are
needed to make a will legal.
The document must be signed by two
witnesses, and it must be acknowledged

that what the witnesses are signing is a
will.
Pollex said a person must be mentally
competent when drawing up a will.
The person must know the extent of
their assets and who the appropriate
legal heirs are, he said.
"If [the author of the will] understands those two things, the will is sustainable in court," Pollex said.
And, he added, there must be no undue influence on the person writing the
will. An example of "undue influence"
is if a relative manipulated a person
into including his or her name in the
will while the person did not originally
intend that to happen.
"That is the biggest basis on which
wills are contested," he said.

Living wills deal
with health care

Free Pizza?!

by Sharl L. Veleba
courts reporter

The BG Ncwi/NIck DIKonzo

Putting the finishing touches on a sign Monday afternoon, freshman education major Beth Hodakievic spray paints a banner for
the University Activity Organization's "Free Pizza Giveaway."

Raffle tickets for the 25 medium pizzas donated by the Pizza Outlet will be available free of charge today and Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. outside the Education Building.
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IMPRINTED SPORTS WEAR
Come to us for:
• custom lettering
• wide range of color choices
• 1 day film developing
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Service Barber Shop

FAX (419) 352-70O!

426 East Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-4576
Get a trim for Graduation
and before starting those
summer jobs!
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Complete Collision Service
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540 S. Maple
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Paula Girona
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We Have What You're Looking For!
Let us Heh> you with all your Printing Needs.
Business Cards • Resumes • Flyers
Promotional Advertising Items Rubber
Stamps • Full Service Darkroom • High
Speed Duplicating Machine

%ll cp(Cg's

Free Pick-UP it Delivery
111 S. Main St. • Bowling Green
(419) 352-5762 • FAX (419) 352-9572 Quick Print, Inc.

Summer «V Fall
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Over 300 Apartments and
Houses to Choose From.
Stop In to See Us For All
Your Housing Needs.

352-5620

Sockman Automotive

One Call And You're On Your Way!
• We take care of everything with no additional
cost to you
• Worldwide Airline & Travel
Reservations
• Group Discounts • Charters
• Cruises
• Car Rentals • Tours

Kintals

32S S. Main
Our Only
Olliiv"

425 Grant Street Bowling Green
(located behind the Dairy Queen)
352-3607
353-1697
See us to service your car before heading
home for the summer!
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It may be in the title, but a living will is not actually a "will,"
said a University official and a
local probate judge.
Gregory Bakies, managing attorney of Student Legal Services
Inc., and Probate Judge Robert C.
Pollex, of the Wood County Court
of Common Pleas, both said the
title of the document is misleading.
"It's actually not a will at all,"
Bakies said. "It's a declaration
regarding your health care."
Pollex said the living will is a
person's direction to medical
providers indicating whether or
not they want life sustaining
measures taken to keep them
alive.
"That terminology is a big misconception. Living wills do not
dispose of property," he said.
"The word 'will' is unfortunate in
that." The phrase "life sustaining" should be translated to mean
"death delaying," Bakies said.
Bakies said he recommends a
living will because everyone has
the possibility of being in an auto
accident or other life-altering
situations.
"I think most people should se-

riously consider if they want a
living will," he said. "Regardless
of whether you need a last will
and testament, everyone should
consider whether or not a living
will would express their wishes."
In Ohio, a living will is in effect
if the person is in a "terminal
condition" which doctors have
determined will not improve.
If the person is in a "permanently unconscious state," or if
there is no brain activity, a physician is directed by the living
will to do as follows:
n Administer no life-sustaining
treatment except for the provision of artificially or technologically supplied nutrition or hyilration unless the person has authorized its withholding or withdrawal.
3 Permit the patient to die naturally and provide the patient
with only that care necessary to
make the patient comfortable
and to relieve his or her pain, but
not postpone death.
The person making the living
will chooses two people to represent the interests of the person in
the event the living will Is
needed.
Bakies said these representatives cannot change the provisions of the living will, but act as
a safeguard for the person.
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Free trade causes discord Deadline put
Opinions differ greatly over who receives benefits of treaty
by Jennifer Willis
contributing writer
The Midwest will benefit from
the proposed North American
Free Trade Agreement according to the 1992 annual report of
The Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland. However, many labor
leaders disagree.
NAFTA, which still needs to be
ratified by Congress, proposes
eliminating almost all tariffs between the United States, Mexico

and Canada.
Supporters of the NAFTA proposal said they believe opening
trade borders will strengthen
competition in the United States,
improve the economy and promote job growth. Opponents said
corporations will leave the
United States for Mexico's less
stringent regulations, casting the
United States thousands of jobs.
"The net gainers [from NAFTA] for the United States will
probably be chemicals, capital
equipment, metals, rubber and

SCUBA LESSONS

Can be used toward college credit
Classes starting soon!
Call for more information
*<£ ^^^^^ 12701 S. Dixie Hwy.
<SJ -^
ta^Bowling Green, OH

^]

j^j

352-9203
352-8489

plastics," the FRBC report
stated. "The clear losers are
likely to be the apparel, furniture
and glass products industries."
The FRBC said in Kentucky,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, twice as many industries are likely to gain from
the proposed NAFTA agreement
than those which may lose
workers.
"NAFTA is expected to boost
U.S. employment [by] 100,000 to
300,000 workers during the next
10 years," the report stated

The Toledo area AFL-CIO
council argues the NAFTA proposal will hurt the Midwest.
"We believe NAFTA would
cost an insurmountable amount
of jobs," said Jack Free, legislative director of the Toledo AFLCIO council. "It would be devastating for the glass industry
especially. If the glass movement
goes down [to Mexico], Ohio will
lose thousands of jobs."
The FRBC said that some jobs
See NAFTA, page teven.

Applications are being
accepted for all BG News
summer staff positions.
•Writers, editors, photographers
needed
•Apply at 214 West Hall.

-3f*
The Portage Quarry Recreation Club, Inc.
DAN Corporate Sponsor

■* "'■

The Portage Quarry Recreation Club,
Inc. will open for the season on May 29

Spring Time Is The
Best Time To Find
Your Summer Job.
Everybody knows that summertime's a great timcto be employed
with T.G.I. Friday's. Because we offer excellent earning potential.
Great co-workers. Plenty of flexibility. And a fun, friendly style.
Now's the time to learn more about our terrific seasonal and full time
year 'round openings. Come interview with us as we're hiring
experienced individuals in all areas of our restaurant. Come talk
with us:

MONDAY, MAY 3, 1993
At The Career Planning & Placement Center
360 Student Services Building
If you're unable to attend, you can apply in person or call to arrange
an interview appointment. T.G.I. Friday's (across from the Cedar
Point Amusement Park), 2003 Cleveland Road, Sandusky, OH
44870. (419) 626-5200. We're a fun equal opportunity employer.

•Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday,
April 30th
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on complaint
by Shari L. Veleba
courts reporter

The Student Legal Services board voted on and approved
Monday a S p.m. Thursday deadline for the redistricting complaint to be completed and filed with the Ohio Supreme Court.
Amid some tense moments in his last meeting as chairman of
the SLS board. Aaron Galbraith, questioned SLS Managing Attorney Greg Bakies about the time element for completing and
filing the redistricting complaint.
At one point, Galbraith looked at Bakies and verbally questioned whether Bakies would "honor" the deadline.
"I will do my best," Bakies repeatedly told the group.
Galbraith said the group voted to file the complaint a month
and a half ago and he wondered why Bakies had taken so long to
complete the job. He said the deadline was implemented because he wanted the filing reported in The News prior to its last
publication date this semester.
"I would like to on behalf of the 18,000 students we represent
for this to come to closure," he said.
Galbraith said Bakies told him more than a month ago that the
complaint would be drawn up in one week, a time frame Bakies
denied having set.
Bakies said since the meeting, the University has had one
week off for spring break, and the caseload for SLS attorneys
has increased. He said many students have scheduled end-ofyear appointments for various needs which take a large amount
of time.
He also reminded the board that he had time off from work
because his wife had recently given birthAfter the vote, Galbraith told board members to remember
the way Bakies responded to the vote for a deadline, and the way
Galbraith himself voted because the board will discuss SLS employee contracts next semester.
He told the board the increased caseload from student clients
was a major factor in any delay of the redistricting complaint's
completion.
"We can't turn those people away or cancel their appointments," Bakies said.
According to Bakies' Attorney's Report for March 1993, SLS
attorneys had 1S1 office consultations.
"That is about 10 students a day," Bakies said. "And that
doesn't include the work we do for them after the visitation,
such as write memos or file briefs," he added.
The redistricting complaint is one-third completed, Bakies
said.
"The drafting process goes faster as the writing continues
through various stages," he said.

Seniors!
Linda Bertsch
Lisa Kling
Amy Kotton
Angela Bishop
Mary Felice
Anita Lee
Heidi Grunner
Jill Matchinga
Jane Helmbold Tracie McCluskey
Trish Ingram
Joan Patterson
Andrea Kalassay Lisa Peterson
Amy Karliak
Lori Pickup

™COFY
SHOP,™
117 E. Court, B.G.
more than iust copies
RESUME SPECIALISTS|

" lax service
* business cards
' copying
" printing
* typesetting
* screen printing
* word processing
* trophies
* plaques
* certificates
* rubber stamps

Get the best price
- call us.

EVERYONE IX)0KS FORWARD TO

FRIDAYS

Good Luck in All You Do!

352-4068
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Looks like a
^yivarin night.
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It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

VIVARIN «««"
lot last pick up—safe as coffee

WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS.
■^

•J><2£) Oil PIT month

/~<

J Fall 9 or 12 mos. leases
1 Bed Apt. - Summit Terrace*
2 Bed 1 Bath - Palmer Ave.*
2 Bed 2 Bath - Napoleon Rd.*

HSX3

* on specific buildings only
We are offering a limited number
of Non-Smoking Apartments
at all three of our properties.

Resident Campus Shuttle
Office Hour
Extensions

9-6 M-F
10-2:30 Sat.
12-2:30 Sun.

call 352-9135
Revive with VIVARIN;

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
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Wesseler voices support

Helping Others Unstress

Candidate favors paving, construction projects
First Ward City Council candidate Todd Wesseler voiced his support for proposed city sidewalk
and street paving projects at a press conference at
the comer of Willard and Ridge streets Monday.
The projects include paving and repair of potholes along North Prospect and Ridge streets. According to City Public Works Director Bill Blair,
the city is planning to repave North Prospect between Pike Street and Merry Avenue and is considering repaving the entire length of Ridge
Street.
Blair also said the city is requesting CSX Railway Co. fill in sidewalk spaces on East Court Street
on either side of the railroad tracks.
Wesseler also said he supports the proposed construction of a new sidewalk on East Pee Road from
North Main Street to Thurstin Street. He also said

he approves of one recommended by the sidewalk
commission on North Summit Street from East Poe
Road to Evers Avenue.
Wesseler will be presenting position papers on
city issues throughout the summer. Dates and subjects are as follows:
□May 10: The D.A.R.E. program
OMay 24: City zoning
GJune 7: Hydroelectric power
OJune 21: Obtaining state resources for Bowling
Green
OJuly 19: The proposed Bowling Green community center
GAug. 2: Economic development
GAug. 16: The role of the Downtown Business
Association

NAFTA
Continued from page si«.

will be lost, but the number will
be relatively small.
"Less skilled workers will be
most affected by NAFTA," the
FRBC report stated. "Industries
that are likely to directly compete with Mexican firms offer
the lowest wages and have the
lowest productivity."
The Toledo area AFL-CIO
council said the effects on jobs,
both in the Midwest and nationwide would be much higher
than many proponents suggest.
"Fortune 500 companies would
move down [to Mexico] and get
the benefit of the whole [agreement]," Free said. "They don't
have to follow environmental
regulations or anything down
there."

"The bottom line is that [NAFTA] will cause job
loss in the U.S. and Canada, lock in cheap wages
in Mexico, and therefore, will not create higher
standards of living in North America."
Marcy Kaptur, 9th District congresswoman
Marcy Kaptur, congresswoman for Ohio's 9th district, also feels the proposed NAFTA agreement will cost jobs in
the Midwest, outlining her concerns to the Congressional Committee on Ways and Means in
March.
"The bottom line is that [NAFTA) will cause job loss in the
U.S. and Canada, lock in cheap

wages in Mexico and therefore,
will not create higher standards
of living in North America," Kaptur said. "The proposed NAFTA
accord largely will benefit a few
wealthy Mexican investors and
multinational corporations which
have the flexibility to relocate
their operations to the most
profitable, least regulated locations."

Hutchinson Continued from page one.

"Holy jeez! I didn't know that,"
he said.
According to Gregory, Hutchinson was suspended from the
team earlier this semester. He
said Hutch/nson had the option to
appeal, but did not.
"He could have made an appeal, but I don't think [Head
Football Coach Gary] Blackney
was talking to him," Gregory
said.

Gary Blackney could not be
reached for comment.
Although he is not presently on
the team, Hutchinson has been
allowed to keep his athletic
scholarship, according to Gregory. He said the athletic department does not terminate
scholarships in the middle of the
term.
According to the Office of Registration and Records, Hutchin-

son is registered for classes.
Hutchinson's criminal record
includes arrests for assault, assault with aggravated menacing,
burglary and sexual imposition.
However, Gregory said the University's athletic recruiters try
to screen atliletes as best they
can.
"The coaches do as much as
they possibly can on character,"
he said.

STUDYING
FOR
FINALS?
Announcing the Finals Week

EXAM CRAM
in the

Off-Campus Student Center
(Ground Level, Moseley Hall)

OPEN 24 HOURS
6:00 p.m. Sunday to 3:30 p.m. Friday

All Studiers Welcome!
Co -sponsored by the Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center,
a division of Student Affairs,
the First-Year Off-Campus University Students and the NonTraditional
Student Association
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Helping a friend take a study break from chemistry, Junior English and history double major N'ikkl
Armstrong plays outside her apartment on Fourth Street Monday afternoon.

Elsewhere
The BG News
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Prison guard charged Ohio Democrat ceases
fast protesting hunger
Former hostage faces jail term if convicted
The Associated Press
LUCASVILLE, Ohio - A
guard held hostage during an
11-day siege at the Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility
could be sentenced to a maximum six months in jail if convicted on misdemeanor gun
and alcohol charges.
James A. Demons, 25, of
Portsmouth, was arraigned
Monday in Scioto County Municipal Court on charges of improper handling of a firearm
and possession of an open flask
in a motor vehicle. Both charges are misdemeanors.
Demons also faces fines of

m
.

k

up to $1,100.
His attorney, James Banks,
entered innocent pleas on his
behalf. Demons was released
on $400 bond.
He was arrested Saturday
after police investigated a
complaint of loud music on a
downtown street. Officers said
Demons was in a car with its
speakers blaring. Inside the
car were a handgun and two
bottles of beer, police said.
Demons was released April
16 by inmates at the state's
maximum-security prison
after they were allowed to list
their demands during a live
television broadcast.
During the broadcast, De-

mons came out in Muslim dress
and announced his conversion
to Islam.
But after the release of five
fellow guards held hostage
during the riot. Demons said he
converted only to "stay alive"
and was not in fact a Muslim.
Demons, who is black, has
said there also was racism
among guards at the prison. He
said many of the guards would
treat him as though he should
be locked up instead of working at the prison.
Demons could not be reached
for comment Monday. There
was no telephone listing for
Demons in Lucasville or
Portsmouth.

f "Why Haul It Homer ^

A Taste of College Life .
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SUMMER
STORAGE

At

At Buckeye Self-Storage
Next to Bob Evans
1740 EWooster at l-75.BG

lLD<EmTM® II^dDialbll©
Wednesday-n-Thursday College I.D. Nights
No cover With valid college I.D.
18 and over welcome
Doors bust open at 8:00
Party till 2:30

DOWNTOWN/TOLEDO
209 N. SUPERIOR STREET
SUPERIOR at JEFFERSON
243-5911

NEW-OPEN 24 HRS'
SECURITY GATE
352-1520 Call Today!
4 Month Summer Leases,
May 1 -Sept. 1

by Katherine Rlzzo
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Representative Tony Hall on
Monday ended a fast he began three weeks ago to
draw attention to the problems of hunger around
the world.
The Ohio Democrat said he had accomplished a
lot and felt "at peace" and ready to resume a normal diet as soon as possible.
He drank a glass of vegetable juice soon after
leaving a news conference where Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy announced plans for a National
Conference on Hunger and a series of regional
meetings on the problem.
Hall stopped eating April S also to protest the
elimination of the House Select Committee on
Hunger.
He had not weighed himself in several days but
estimated he had lost 23 pounds. "I'm going to enjoy putting back every pound," he said.
Hall, who consulted with a doctor before beginning the fast, said he cannot have a real meal until
the end of the week.
"I'll have to drink fruit juices and eat fruit for
the next three days," he said. "I have to be real
CSrcfUl ... my stomach is like a newborn baby's
stomach."
By Friday, he said, he ought to be ready to eat all
the things he craved over the past 21 days: "fried
chicken, maybe a nice steak, blackberry pie,
mashed potatoes and gravy, shoofly pie, some
pasta."
Espy's announcement followed one by the World

BUCKLE UP!

5'»5' $100/4 mo. 10x10' $200/4 mo
I 5x10 $150/4 mo Larger Sizes Avail J

Pi Kappa Phi

PUT PHILOSOPHY IN YOUR SUMMER!

KAPLAN

PHILOSOPHY COURSES FOR SUMMER 1993
FIRST SESSION - MAY 17 THROUGH JUNE 25

Raffle:

103 - Introduction to Logic - Dr. James Stuart, instructor
5/17 through 6/25 - 8:00 - 9:15 MTWRF
Covers how 10 recognize and evaluate arguments, i.e., how to know an argument when you see one and
how to tell a good argument from a bad one. Also deals with how to recognize common mistakes made in
reasoning and how to avoid such errors in one's own reasoning. (Small class formal)

210 - Philosophy of the Development of Persons - Dr. Loy Littlefield, instructor
5/17 through 6/25 - 11:00 -12:35 MTWR

An exploration of attitudes and values concerning love relations and marriage.
Alternatives to
conventional views will be discussed and emphasis will be directed towards students forming their own
perspectives. This is a discussion oriented course. Written work will consist of short exercises and a linal
paper.

Table at Math/Science
Building on April 19
and April 30.

Continued from page one.
been the most controversial time had come to end the catedecision of his young presidency gorical ban on gays and lesbians
- his move to lift the ban on gays serving in our military service,"
he said.
in the military.
"A lot of people think I did a
But he stood by the decision,
terrible political thing -- and I saying "this is not about embracknow I've paid a terrible political ing anybody's lifestyle" but endprice -- for saying I thought the ing discrimination.

INDIAN RIVERS
702 4th Street
•Now Renting*
Furnished 2 Bedroom, 2 Car garage w/storage room.
• 9 & 12 month leases available starting May 15
641 Third St Apt 4
Resident Manager
352-4:

Congratulations Graduates!
But now Mom & Dad's Health Coverage will no longer cover you!
AFFORDABLE SHORT TERM MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE IS AVAILABLE
$1,000,000 Maximum Benefit
MALES TO AGE 29
FEMALES TO AGE 29

327 - Philosophy of Punishment - Dr. James Stuart, instructor
5/17 through 6/25 - 9:30 -10:45 MTWRF

1-800-243-4576
ASK FOR OUR C-l POLICY

SECOND SESSION - JUNE 28 THROUGH AUGUST 6

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

101 - Introduction to Philosophy - Dr. James Taylor, instructor
6/28 through 8/06 - 8:00 - 9:15 MTWRF

Tie Dye!
April 27 11-4 pm
UNION OVAL
*Shirts available at cost

This course offers a systematic introduction to fundamental and enduring philosophical problems and
arguments concerning God; body and mind; personal identity; freedom and determinism; knowledge and
skepticism; morality; justice and rights; and liberty and democracy. Emphasis is placed on developing a
personal philosophy of life.

TAKE A BREAK
&
BE CREATIVE

102 - Introduction to Ethics - Gene Torisky, instructor
6/28 through 8/06 - 1:00 - 2:35 MTWR
In this course, we will explore some influential contemporary ethical theories-including utilitarianism, dutybased theories, natural law theories, and ethical relativism. Then we will spend nearly half the course applying
what we have learned to current moral controversies such as sexual morality, abortion and euthanasia, and
war and peace.

318 - Philosophy of Law - Dr. Jim Child, instructor
6/28 through 8/06 - 11:00 -12:35 MTWR
1

APRIL*
29TH
1-7 pm
North East
Commons

•FOR MORE INFO CALLS
k.2-2343 OR 2-7164 OR
VISIT 330
UNION

319 - Philosophy of Death and Dying - Kathryn Hicks, instructor
6/28 through 8/06 - 2:45 - 4:20 MTWR
Conceptual, metaphysical and epistemological issues related to nature of death; existential issues related
to human significance of death for individual and community; normative Issues related to care of dying.

340 - Christianity and Philosophy - Dr. James Taylor, instructor
6/28 through 8/06 - 9:30 - 10:45 MTWRF
This course will examine philosophical questions raised by the unique claims of the Christian faith. Such
questions arise In connection with the doctrines of Original Sin, the Atonement, Sanctification, Heaven and
Hell, the Incarnation and the Trinity. Most philosophy of religion courses are restricted to topics common to
many different religions, such as the existence and nature of God. In contrast, this course provides an unusual
opportunity lor philosophical investigation of specifically Christian beliefs. No philosophical or theological
background is required.

$25 TO $52 PER MONTH
$36 TO $73 PER MONTH

Call Great Lakes Risk Management
Toledo, Ohio

Is criminal punishment ever justified? If so, what makes it right? This course examines theories of
punishment designed to answer such questions. It then applies the theories to central issues such as the
death penalty, the insanity defense, rehabilitation and restitution.

A discussion of the philosophic foundations of basic constitutional rights. Is there a right of privacy?
Does it extend to sodomy or abortion? Does freedom of expression include Hag burning or depictions of
violence against women; How do we determine our constitutional rights and what if any limitations exist upon
them.

clinton

r

GMAT

A sludy ol various "avenues of personal development." Examples ol such "avenues" are family life,
careers, the arts, religion, community service, recreation, and interpersonal relations outside the family. A
variety of philosophical and other views will be discussed. This course centers on discussions and individually
oriented written work.

240 - Philosophy of Marriage and its Alternatives - Dr. Loy Littlefield, instructor
5/17 through 6/25 - 1:00 - 2:35 MTWR

LSAT
MCAT
GRE

Bank, which wants to hold meetings of its own to
examine how the development bank might better
fight hunger through its programs.
In addition, Hall was supported by college students across the country who began their own
fasts, as did the pastor of Hall's church, the
leaders of various anti-hunger groups and 40
Hollywood celebrities.
"These responses are developments I could not
have predicted when I began my hunger fast,"
Hall said.
On Wednesday, Hall will talk to the House Democratic Caucus about creating a task force or other
temporary successor to his committee. On Thursday, he is scheduled to address the panel that is
considering ways to revamp Congress' entire
committee structure.
Hall's hunger committee expired on April 1,
after Congress failed to vote on whether to keep it
alive.
Such votes had been routine in the past, but this
year, freshmen looking for a place to cut Congress'
own budget attacked four small panels with no billapproving power. Sentiment for killing the panels
on narcotics, hunger, aging and children became
so widespread that House Speaker Tom Foley said
there was no reason to schedule a vote.
Hall said he felt his committee had done important work that saved lives, but "We were a committee that was really low on the totem pole."
"With all the work that we did on the Select
Committee on Hunger, nothing has brought more
attention to this issue than this fast these past
three weeks."

*Let Hollywood
MOVIE MAGIC make
you the star of your
own rock video or
mini-movie!

\ov

A°

FREE!
It's a finals
stress reliever!

FREE PIZZA
GIVEAWAY!
April 27 thru 28th
10:00 till 3:00
(both days)
ITS FREE FROM

For more info call W§:2-2343 or 2-7164 or
MORE INFO-CALL UAO OFFICE 2-23431
visit 330 Union
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
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Too much sex, violence on TV Neighborhood
Results reflect what Ohioans think of effects of programming
brawl results in
death, injuries

The Associated Press

between cable and network television or between entertainment

too much sex on television, and
79 percent said the same about

CINCINNATI -- A majority of
Ohioans responding to a survey
released Monday said there is too "With television, we've become a more violent
much sex and violence on televisociety. This poll has has a very valid finding.
sion.
Nearly 90 percent of the re- There is too much violence on TV. Watch it
spondents in the Ohio Poll said enough and it becomes acceptable."
too much violence is depicted on
Steven Beck, criminal justice profesor
television, while about 80 percent
said there is too much sex on TV.
The Institute for Policy
violence.
Research at the University of and news programs.
The poll sponsored by the uniThe new poll also found that
Cincinnati conducted the teleThe Cincinnati older adults with no children or
phone poll Feb. 3 to 10 and asked versity and
854 randomly selected Ohio resi- Post had a margin of error of grown children who have left
home were the most likely to
dents if they thought the amount 3.4 percentage points.
The findings represent an in- think there is too much sex and
of sex on television was acceptable or too high. Respondents crease in the number of people violence on TV. Of the respondwere asked the same question with such beliefs, compared with ents older than age 65,91 percent
results of a similar poll four said there is too nuch sex, and 95
about violence.
The survey did not mention years ago. In 1989, 72 percent of percent said there is too much
specific programs or distinguish those surveyed said there was violence.

The group least likely to think
there was too much sex and violence on TV was the 18- to
29-year-olds. About 66 percent
said there is too much sex, and
about 80 percent said there is too
much violence.
Steven Beck, a criminal justice
professor at the University of
Cincinnati, was not surprised by
the poll results. He said there is a
link between TV violence and
real-life violence.
"With television, we've become
a more violent society," Beck
said. "This poll has a very valid
finding. There is too much violence on TV. Watch it enough and
it becomes acceptable."
Judith Trent, a UC professor of
communications, agreed.
"The poll reinforces the fact
that violence is all around us,"
she said.

The Associated Press
TOLEDO - A neighborhood brawl turned deadly when the
fight spread to an east side home and one of the people involved
began choking a woman, police said Monday.
Jason Gozdowski, 19, of Toledo, appeared Monday in Municipal Court on a charge of voluntary manslaughter. He was
ordered held at the Lucas County Jail on $15,000 bond.
Gozdowski was charged in the shooting death of Brian Zunk,
who was choking Gozdowski's mother, Gail McCray, police Detective Dan Navarre said.
Zunk, 24, of Toledo, was hit several times during the brawl on
Sunday. He died at St. Charles Hospital in suburban Oregon.
His friend, Ron Wilczynski, 22, of Perrysburg, was shot in the
chest and was in serious condition Monday at St. Charles.
A third man, Shawn Warner, was treated at St. Vincent Medical Center for a head injury. Police said he was hit with a blunt
object.
Navarre said the shooting stemmed from a fight involving
about two dozen people. Police have received conflicting reports
about what happened, he said.
Gozdowski told detectives he had parked his car in a lot at
Raymer Elementary School, across the street from his house.
He said he often parked there because of limited parking on only
one side of his street.
As he and a friend were walking from the car, a pickup truck
pulled in front of them. Navarre said Gozdowski and the driver
of the pickup truck exchanged words.
The occupants of the truck, who were heading to a party at
Warner's house, told police that Gozdowski kicked their truck.
Wilczynski, who was headed to the party, saw what happened,
Navarre said. He ran to Warner's house and told the party-goers
about the altercation. About 20 people from the party went to the
scene.
Navarre said the fight broke out in front of Gozdowski's
house. It continued up the steps onto the porch. A rock was
thrown through the home's front window.
The fight, according to Gozdowski's mother, spilled into her
home. She said furniture was turned over and a table broken.

Husband convicted in stabbing
The Associated Press
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio ~ A man
who represented himself
throughout much of his murder
trial was convicted Monday in
the stabbing to deathof his common-law wife.
Mahoning County Common
Pleas jurors rejected Samuel
Stanley's claim of self-defense in
the slaying last October of Lori
Hughes, 31.
Jurors had deliberated a total
of four hours Friday afternoon
and Monday morning. The jury

"A lot of evidence
didn't get out because
improper questions
were asked."
David Betras, attorney
could have convicted Stanley, 35,
of the lesser charge of voluntary
manslaughter.
Common Pleas Judge William
Houser sentenced Stanley to 15
years to life in prison.
Stanley conducted an opening
statement and cross-examined

many prosecution witnesses. A damage had been done.
The life sentence will run in
lawyer appointed by the court to
assist Stanley said the defen- addition to another sentence of
dant's lack of legal training and three to five years for a separate
stabbing.
knowledge hurt his case.
"A lot of evidence didn't get
Assistant Prosecutor Brad
out because improper questions Gessner said Stanley had stabbed
were asked," attorney David Be- a man in a fight in his apartment
tras said.
building in August 1992. He had
pleaded guilty to aggravated asBetras said Stanley "sometimes would listen to my advice, sault in that case about three
and sometimes tw wouldn't."
weeks before Hughes was stabbed. Stanley had been free on bail
Stanley turned the case over to pending a prcsentence inBetras midway through the trial, vestigation when Hughes was
but Betras said that by then the stabbed.
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HAVEN HOUSE

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. MANAGEMENT

(next to Alumni Center)

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

1515E. Wooster

$50 Off First Month's Rent
Featuring: •
•
•
•
•

2 person Rates Available
large 2 bedroom - 1 1/2 baths
furnished - wall to wall carpet
laundry area in each building
gas heat

valid for 9 or 12 mos. leases

Pft€FF€R€D PROP€RTI€S
Rental Office located at
Chcrryiuood Health Spa
8th & High St.

352-9378

841 Eighth St.
733 Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville
640 Eighth St.

•Summer Rentals
• 825 Third St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

• 313 N. Main St.
•701 Fourth St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

CALL US TODAY
Hurry in - They're going fast!
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5 113 Railroad St
SAT
10 to 2
(next to Kinko's
352-9302
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125 EAST COURT
DOWNTOWN
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STEAK SANDWICHES-BUFFALO WINGS
iDELI SANDWICHES-HOAGIES-COLD BEER,

"MR SPOT'S PhifaddphTaCheese "
Steak Sandwiches and Buffalo Wings
hit two geographical gastronomic
delight spots,for sure."
Bob Talbert, Detroit Free Press

352-SPOT S352-7768
FAST FREE DELIVERY
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KI
THE HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE
INAUGURATION OF
THE MIGUEL ORNELAS HUMAN
RELATIONS LECTURE SERIES

THE INAUGURAL LECTURE
"HlSPANICS AS THE INVISIBLE MINORITY:
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION"
WILL BE DELIVERED BY
Ms. RAQUEL BRAVO SNYDER
ON THURSDAY, APRIL

29, 1993 AT 8:00 P.M.

MCFALLCENTER GALLERY, BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Wi

'A

SUMMER
WORK
Entry Level Ft/Pt Openings

$8.25 up to $14.00 to start
For best chances apply now
Wed. April 28
Thurs. April 29
from 10-4 pm in Union, Taft &
Fort Room
(Come as you are)

• Throughout Ohio
• Great business and communication
experience
• Company with a secure work program
for 13 years
• Flexible schedule
• Advancement possible within first
summer & scholarships awarded to
best representatives

THE PROGRAM IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

• No experience needed

Give
another chance.
Give blood.

If unable to attend - Call after exams
Toledo & NW Ohio (419) 866-1726 • Cleveland (216) 845-1111

^VECTOR.
MARKETING
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Kent sweeps up
Falcon baseball

by David Harpster
sportswriter

runs and 26 hits for the four
games.
Friday's first game featured an
outstanding pitching performIt was a weekend to forget for ance by Kent's Dustin Hermanthe Bowling Green baseball son. The sophomore right-hander
team, as they were swept in all went the distance for and limited
four games they played against Bowling Green to just two hits
Kent State.
and one unearned run. LeftfielKent State hammered the Fal- der Brian Taylor and shortstop
cons on Friday by scores of 9-1 Brandon Carper collected the
and 10-2. The Golden Flashes two hits for the Falcons, with
kept the momentum going on Taylor's double in the fifth acSaturday, winning the first game counting for the only Falcon run.
7-5 in nine innings and shutting
The Flashes broke open a
out the Falcons 4-0 to complete reasonably close game when they
the sweep.
tallied five runs in the seventh
Bowling Green had entered the Falcon starter Chris Boggs surweekend in second place in the rendered five runs, all earned, on
Mid-American Conference with a 11 hits in his 6 1/3 innings
record of 7-3. The sweep drops pitched. The loss drops his rethem to 7-7 in league play and cord to 4-4, while Hermanson
raised his to 5-1.
into fourth place, at best.
Friday's second game almost
Head coach Danny Schmitz,
while acknowledging his team mirrored the first, with another
did not play its best, also heaped standout pitching performance
plenty of praise onto the defend- from a Kent State pitcher. This
ing MAC champions.
time it was left-hander Travis
"Give them credit, that's why Miller who shut down the Falthey won the MAC last year," cons, holding them to two runs on
Schmitz said of Kent's four game seven hits during his 6 innings on
sweep. "They have great pitch- the mound.
Falcon starter Jason Tippie
ing and good defense and when
you combne those two, you're go- struggled with his control, walking five in his 4 innings on the
ing to win a lot of games.
"It also seemed like they al- hill. He also gave up six runs, all
ways got their lead-off guy on earned, in those 4 innings and the
base and came up with a lot of loss drops his record to 3-2.
Kent State got two runs in the
clutch base hits. I've never seen
as many two-out base hits as fourth and fifth innings and four
in the sixth to put the game out of
Kent State had this weekend."
Kent State entered the week- reach. Doing the damage was
end leading the nation in team designated hitter Travis Middleearned run average. They did ton, who went 2-4 with 3 RBIs for
nothing this weekend to en- the Golden Flashes. Also coming
danger their standing, as they up big for Kent were leftfielder
limited Bowling Green to eight Todd Stein and catcher Scott

by the Golden Flashes.

A Falcon outfielder scoops the ball and prepares to throw during Saturday's game against Kent State. The Falcons were swept both days

Stricklin, who both collected two Saturday.
With Kent up 5-0, Falcon senior
RBIs in the four run sixth Jeff
Corey led the Falcons with three right fielder Jeff Corey blasted
his sixth home run of the season
base hits for the game.
"I don't know if we were intim- over the left field fence to lead
idated or if wu.wore just ner- off the fourth inning for the Falvous,"said Schmitz. "But we just cons.
Bowling Green then loaded the
did not play today the way we are
capable of playing. We just did bases with two out in the fifth but
could not get a run across, as
not play well."
With the wind blowing out Sat- Taylor bounced into a fielder's
urday at Steller Field, the Fal- choice for the last out of the incons were able to generate a little ning.
Bowling Green cut the deficit
more offense in the first game on

SHOW YOUR

PRIDE!

SUNDAY, APRIL 25 - THURSDAY, APRIL 29
SUNDAY, MAY 2 - THURSDAY, MAY 6

Bowling Green. OH

See SWEEP, page eleven.

Work to cultivate the buckle-up habit.
It could save your life.

Present this coupon at check-In.

t(«l« <i/nt*\'*i* *s\Tr'<i<*Tt)ei anetmt &*mttt*rr\Mlt\***
Ih.rroirio'k>j«t»e*tK('«hMrtfppe«*«mnrtr»«l'r^rome.

BEST WESTERN

me annueti COM ol uXl* i wn« 10 emptoym <\ < KMP IO 11 D*<*»

Falcon Pla

•no*p«M«»«nlIy owned & operated
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

SUMMER STORAGE

$24.95

BNUKAVKD DIPLOMA PLAQUK

(419) 383-6691

that got up into the jet stream
and carried out of the park for
his first home run of the year.
However, Kent scored twice in
the ninth on a wild pitch by Brad
Mast and a single by Stein to win
the game 7-5.
Saturday's second game continued the theme established on
Friday, great pitching from a
Kent State starter. This time it
was right-hander Brian Tutkovics who shut out the Falcons 4-0.
The Falcons did not collect

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

A h.imiMinic. jcwcicfi brati engraving «i
ItW original diploma is .i wimtlcilul wjy
(u acknowledge J graduate's
jctoinpli^hmcnl1 Ciejli'u from i"*-"
original (returned unharmed) or a high
iujhi> phoi.tsi.ii ihe beautiful engraving
is mounted on u u" * II" wjlnul pl.iu.ue
Whjl .1 line jddllion lo Ihe graduate'*
home oi oil iic'

Call lor more Information

to 5-4 by pushing across three
runs in the sixth. Carper led off
the inning with his first home run
of the season. First baseman
Mike Combs, who had three hits
for the game, singled home another run later in the inning.
Combs later scored on an infield
out by third baseman Mark Tomallo.
Needing one run to tie the
score in their last at bat. Falcon
second baseman Mike Campbell
wasted little time in accomplishing that task. Campbell led off
the seventh by lifting a fly to left

per night for a single or double room
Includes

• barly check in and lore checfc out time-• Continental Breakfast

• Coffee available 24 Hours
l i-uM ■■■•« of raoai ■-•UeMr ■■ tkti rm
Mtmtmtnmom rw-d: pr—U Ml

Clean, Secure, & Affordable!!!

9CO /C91
Sf0«fi*40f 1

Storage for any of your personal
items. Pick up available

CTXepOO tt 0n6)Ck'if>

* Call for details * 352-5475

Congratulations
\^\I40 BG News
Salesperson
of the Week

The Pel Place The Pel Place The Pel Place The Pel Place The Pel Place

April 19, -April23, 1993

HIS. Main St.
Bowling Green
352-5762

Freshwater/Saltwater Fish
Reptiles, Small Animals, Birds
and a large selection of
supplies for all pets.

Mi dice's

15%
Off
any purchase
with this coupon

Marc Varckette

1002 S. Main St. expires 5/7/93 352-28821

Quick Print, Inc.

320 ELM STREET - APT A & C
If security is what you want this is the apartment for you!
• Close to campus
• Large one bedroom apartments
• Furnished with extra security features
• Free heat, water and sewer
• 9 and 12 month lease
• Private parking
• Paddle fans

The Pel Place The Pel Place The Pel Place The Pet Place The Pet Pla

You Now Hove Mony
Choices
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Find
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Choose
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South Side 6
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Lottery and Convenient* Store
Join
the

We Hove all of Your
Graduation Parry Needs
V Beer (DG'S Lorgesr seleatoo of Imports)

NEWIPVE
Rentals
328 S. MAIN (OUR ONLY OFFICE)

The Pet Place

• 25 resumes, laser typeset, one page,
offset printed.
• 25 blank matching cover letter
sheets.
• 25 blank matching # 10 envelopes.

352-5620

irr> ■

V Champagne and Wine
V Snacks
V Ice
V Cups
V Plates
• Where rhe Graduation Parties Start.
737 S. Main

352-8639
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Post-White era begins for BG
by Mirk Leonard OeChant

ing Green.
Falcon head coach Gary
Blackney said he has no illusions
about the sophomore from CanThis is the second article in a ton.
three-part series about Bowling
"(The coaching staff) is cerGreen Spring Football.
tainly not asking Ryan to be the
next Erik White," Blackney said.
Ryan Henry has heard the "This is his first year as a startsame question since the day he er. It would be unfair to ask him
was named starting quarterback this early in his career to do the
for the BG football team.
things that Erik did towards the
And until he proves himself a end of his."
worthy successor to last year's
Henry agreed with his coach,
quarterback, he will probably and said his years as White's
continue to be asked: "Are you mentee have helped him Immengoing to be as good as Erik sely.
White?"
"Erik taught me a lot," Henry
This is an extremely loaded said. "By playing behind him in
question. White, the record- practice and watching him in
setting quarterback who led games for two years, I have
Bowling Green to a 21-3 record learned to appreciate his work
the past two seasons, was one of ethic."
the most prolific athletes in FalThe other half of last year's
con football history.
championship equation was wide
To ask a first-year starter to reciever Mark Szlachcic, who
step immediately into White's caught almost all of White's
shoes is like offering the U.S. throws, including seven for
Presidency to the mayor of Bowl- touchdowns.
sports writer

Despite the absence of that
NFL prospect, BG will return
plenty of targets at which Henry
can aim.

Best Record The Last
Two Seasons
Division I-A
1. Alabama (24-1)
2. Miami (Fla.) 23-1
3. Florida State (22-3)
Texas A&M (22-3)
5. Bowling Green (21-3)
Washington (21-3)
Back for the Falcons will be
their second-leading receiver of
last season, Ronnie Redd. Redd
has explosive speed and has
made some spectacular plays
during his tenure at BG.
Other returning lettermen in
the corps include Charlie Williams and Rameir Martin.
Henry and the recieving corps

will not be asked to do it alone,
however. Besides White's legend,
Henry also inherits an intact,
experienced offensive line. As
has been proven in the NFL recently, the men in the trenches
are as valuable to a team as any
skilled player.
Seven returning lettermen including all six starters - will
constitute a massive offensive
line for the Falcons next season.
Anchoring the group will be AllAmerican candidate Joe Wyse.
Wyse, a 6-foot-5, 300-pound
tackle, is the only member of the
current line who started two
years ago. In fact, the 1991 AllMAC selection has started each
of the last 25 Falcon contests,
which makes him the most experienced player on the offensive
unit.
"It would be foolish for anyone
to think that we're not going to
take advantage of our line,"
Henry said. "We'll try to establish the run and move the ball.
Then hopefully that will set up

the passing game"
While the line will have ultimate responsibility for protecting the young QB, its main Job
will be to give Zeb Jackson a
chance to score touchdowns.
"Zeb will be the focal point of
our offense," Blackney said. "He
has All-Conference potential."
Jackson led the team in rushing as a junior last season, amassing 792 yards on 169 attempts. He
scored four touchdowns and
caught IS passes.
Along with Jackson, Darius
Card is expected to start in the
backfield - after he recovers
from a knee injury.
Other runners in the spotlight
will be tailbacks Bill DiOrio and
Deon Metz, and fullback Dwaylon Alexander, who has had an
excellent Spring filling in for the
injured Card.
Tomorrow: When the B's left,
did they take the "D" with them?
A preview of life without Bair,
Burress, Brooks and Bielinski.

SWEEP
Continued from page ten.
more then one hit in any inning,
as Tut kovies gave up only six hits
in 7 innings and raised his record
to 4-0. Falcon starter Andy Tracy
was the hard-luck loser, as he
went 6 innings and gave up all
four Kent runs, only one of which
was earned. The loss drops his
record to 1-1 on the year.
Schmitz knows what his team
needs to do to get back on the
winning track. "Right now we
have to go back to basics. We
need to start doing the little
things like moving runners over,
getting the bunt down, and getting clutch hits," he said.
"This is not the end of the
world, we're just not in synch
right now. We have to get back to
where we were at during our
winning streak and I'm confident
we can do that."
The sweco drops the Falcons
overall record to 14-17-1 for the
season. Their next two MAC series are on the road, today at Ball
State and this upcoming weekend
at Western Michigan. They return home on May 4 to host Detroit Mercy.

Lady Falcon tennis team
gets axed by Akron, 7-2
by Steve Seasly

for us," BG coach Penny Dean
said. "We didn't lose any sets in
doubles."
In singles action, BG's Sarah
The women's tennis team continued its inconsistent ways this Emdin defeated Sadie Carlson at
weekend as BG defeated Denison the #2 singles slot to the tune of
7-2 on Friday, before losing to 6-3,6-4. Kassie Hembree blanked
Mid-American Conference foe Carey White in the first set before cruising to a 6-4 win in the
Akron 7-2 on Saturday.
Against Denison, BG dominat- second set, while Falcon Julie
ed the doubles action and lost Assenheimer dominated Katia
only two singles matches to grab Fowles 6-2,6-2.
BG's other win came from the
the victory.
"Overall it was a good match #6 singles slot as freshman Patty
sports writer

Bank needed three sets to dispose of Julie Gui 7-5. 2-6, 6-4.
Bank faced a 4-2 defecit in the
final set, before eventually capturing the win.
"Patty did a really good job.
She showed a lot of mental
toughness by coming back from a
4-2 defecit. I was very pleased
with her performance," Dean
said.
In doubles action, BG's duo of
Erin Bowbeer and Emdin started
BG's sweep as they overpowered
Denison's White and Hal lie King
6-4, 6-3. Bank and Melissa SeelyBrown followed suit as they thrashed Carlson and Klaudia Klesinger 6-2, 6-4. BG's final duo of
Hembree and Assenheimer rendered only five games to Denison's Fowles and Courtney
Richvalsky in a 6-2,6-3 victory.
Saturday against Akron, BG
lost four three-set matches to the
Zips. BG's only two victories
came in singles action, as Assenheimer and Bank cruised to twoset triumphs.
Assenheimer outlasted Kim
Ebelberger 7-5, 7-6, while Bank
came from behind again to win
7-6, 6-1 over Akron's Deidra
Engle. Bank trailed 5-1 in the
first set before winning six of the
next seven games. Assenheimer
also trailed as she overcame a 5-2
defecit in the second set to win it
7-6.
"Patty and Julie played very
well. I was glad to see them come
back and win their matches,"
Dean said.
In an exciting singles match,
Bowbeer was narrowly defeated
by Tina Roth 2-6, 7-6, 3-6. Roth is
considered one of the top singles
performers in the MAC.

TW BG Ncwiffcma Tkwau

Falcon tennis player Erin Bowbeer belts one over the net during this weekend's match against Akron.
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SQUEEZE ME!
VISIT THE ORANGE BAR AT
HARSHMAN FOR COMPLIMENTARY
TASTE TREATS, ENTERTAINMENT AND
FLORIDA CITRUS GIVE-AWAVSI
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SAMPLES'.
HARSHMAN DINING HALL
TUESDAY.APRIL 27TH
4:30 - 630

FOCUS
ON
FLORIDA O.J.
EVERYDAY!
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HELP!!
Your Home
Away
From Home
The Off-Campus Student Center is
looking for bright, enthusiastic,
energetic, EXPERTS to volunteer
as peer group facilitators for PreRegistration this summer.
For more Information, contact Sue at the
Hazel II. Smith Off-Campus Student Center,
105D Moseley Hall
(419) 372-2573

Be a part from their start!
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Classifieds
page 12
CAMPUS EVENTS
•Last CoffMhOUM Of I h« Year*
■Music * Poetry * Snacka * More"
sponsored by Peace CoalrDon,
Efwronmental Acton Group and
Student Enwrorwnental Action Coalition
Tonight ai 9:00 pm, UCF Cantor
(cornor of Ridge and Thurstm)
Completely trea and even/one welcome*
WATERSKIERSLaal mtg of the semester.
Tournamant ft Hec skiers welcome.
Wad, April 28.9pm-109 BA
or can Mark Ball 447-2079
WBGU
Attention DJs Snow request forms lor summar and fall a/a in the studo. Plaasa ptck one
up and Ml it out if interested m a summer or fall
snow Deadline; Friday. April 30
THE SHARKII
"Tha Beach Thing"
Tues. April 27th. 7:30 pm
Lanhart Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by: Christian Coalition

CITY EVENTS
FLOTSAMAN0 JETSAM
Live at Roxanne's May 3
Listen and win tickets on
Cable 14WFAL 680 AM
Tonight 10 pm-2 am
FLOTSAMANDJETSAM

LOST & FOUND
LOST • Black and white kitty 11 months old. ki
the vaonity ol Sixth and High. Answers to Ots.
Owner very upset I Please call 353-6911

SERVICES OFFERED
High-Tech Sounds' 1500 wans of music
Loud or sort. We deliver qualify sounds tor that
special occasion Call Kevin at 454 3473.
SUMMER STORAGE
Clean, secure a atlo'daWe1'
Storage 'or any of your personal items
Pick up available.
* Can for details'
352-5475

The BG News

WBENEDETTOS IS TAKING ORDERS FOR
GRADUATION PARTY SUBS. U A FOOT.
WE OEUVER. 3J2-4663.

2 room apt. to sublet Troop Ave. Easy walk to
class - Avail now thru 8/15. Price reduced.
Peter. 353 1445 Grads pre!

Do You Warn To Be The
Highest Paid Student Employee
Contact THE BO NEWS
81372 2605

Pi Beta Phi
Audrey, Aryson. Apnl A Carrie
Individuality, strength, spirit, pride & joy. I could
have never asked for a better famiryl Remember Those who bring sunshine lo the lives
of others cannot keep it from themselves! You
all have been a source of sunshine m my lifel I
sure am going to miss you all'
Pi Phi Love and Mine.
Rebecca

Heading lor EUROPE Bus summer? Jet there
anyome lor only $160 from East Coast. $229
from Midwest (when available) with AIRHITCHI
(Reportedin LetsGol A NY Times )
AIRHfTCH (r) 212464-2000
HUNGRY?
WIN FREE PIZZA FROM
UAOS PIZZA GIVEAWAYI
ENTER THE DRAWING ON
APRIL 27-28,10-3 pm
EDUCATION OVE RHANG
"FREE PIZZA"
from UAO
INTRAMURAL FORFEfT FEES: ALL FOREfT
FESS MUST BE PICKED UP BY WEDNESDAY. MAY S. 1993. YOU MUST BRING YOUR
RECEIPTS. ALL SPORTS WILL BE FIN
ISHEDBY APRIL 30. 1993
IRISH CLUB
IRISH CLUB
Last meeting of the semester.
Tuesday. 9 30 pm. 104 BA
Don t Miss Hi Fail Elections'
IRISH CLUB
IRISH CLUB
Kappa Delta
Chapter Excellence!
Way to go to the Best sorority m BGI
KD-Sparky-K0
You're the greatest!
We're gonna miss you so much!
Thanks for all your "excellence"!
We Love You
ATTENTION ARTS A SCIENCES STUDENTS
If you are planning to graduate in August or
December 1993, please apply as soon as possible m the College Otftoa. 205 Administration
BuJdaig,
BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
124 95 PER NIGHT
Sun. Apnl 25 • Thurs, April 29
Sun. May 2 Thurs.May6
COUPON REQUIRED AT CHECK-IN
See ad m this paper lor coupon
and details Best Western Falcon
Plaza. 1450E. Wooster.352 46/1.
SIGMA CHI
The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would like to congratulateJoby Knapp on his selection as
Senior ol the Year

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates Wirh Accuracy
Call 352-6705 Irom 8AM10 9P

Sigma Civ. - Kappa Kappa Gamma
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would like to congratulate Kevin Manley on his recent engagement to Amy McClellan.

PERSONALS

Sigma Chi • Alpha Phi
Congratulations toKIm Ellis
Whowas recently chosen
■93 94 Sweetheart of
Sigma Cbt.

•DEAF AWARENESS WEEK"
Myth: People who are deaf cannot drive
Fact' People who are deaf have the same
privileges as people who can hear
KKG • Sigma Chi • KKO
The Bisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would
like to congratulate Amy McClellan on her recent engagement to Sigma Chi Kevin Manley
Good luck Amy A Kevtnl
KKO' Sigma CN • KKG

SIGN LANGUAGE SHOW
Sponsored by Fnends ol the Deaf
Wednesday. April 28
Offenhauer 1 si floor lounge
9:30 pm
• FREE-FREE*
Everyone welcomel

The KEY Yearbook
is now accepting applications
for 1993-94 staff positions.
Interested in writing,
photography, layout, sales?
Contact Andy Haver at 372-8086 for information.

The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
wish to congratulate the following
Chapters on receiving the
Chapter E xcellence Award for 1992-93
Kappa Delia
Aloha Gamma Delta
Alpha Chi Omega
Congratulations also to
Delta Gamma
Pi Beta Phi
for receiving Honorable Mention.
Money Orders • J 29
Pill N' Packages
Family Phaimacy
111 Railroad St. (Next to Kinko's)
352-1693
Phi Sig • Phi Sig
Congratulations Brothersl
The one and only fraternity receiving
recognition tor chapter excellence.
This IS only the beginmngl
Phi Sig- Phi Sig
Damn Proud
DO' Beta ' DG
Deb, Michelle. Stacey, Kelly t Stic.y
Congratulations lo our Awesome Beta Team.
You guys did a great job Saturday.
We are very proud of your second place finish.
Way to go Dee Gees
DO-SAE'SO'SAE'DO
The Sisters of Delta Gamma would like to
congratulate Stephanie Olson and Josh
Pierce on their recent lavaitenng. We're very
happy for the two of you.
Love, your DG Sisters
UAO-UAO UAO-UAO
FREE pizza Irom Pizza Outlet
Register today from 10am - 3pm
ai the Education Bulding overhang
Totally tree with your BG ID.

WANTED
" 2 Summer subieasers needed "
Excellent house, dose to campus.
Rent is cheap and negotiable.
Call 3533538 for details.
2 rooms avail, in house for summer.
Close to campus $i35/month.
CallTodd at 354-4754.
CHEAP SUMMER HOUSING!
*120/monthl May 15 to August 15.
Call 352-4782.
Female roommate needed
to share 3 bdrm. house
Call Robin 353-6935
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker, own room.
Summer A or 1993-94 f 150 plus utilities Call
Lance 655-3084
Roommate wanted for 93-94. Male or female.
Close to campus. For details, can Joe at
372-3693.
Sick of dorm life? Non-smoking female wanted
to find/share apt. tor 93-94. Serious/friendly.
Call 2-1315.
SUBLEASER WANTED for summer Spacious
apt on Main St Own room. S118/month. Call
353-1159 or 352-2227, ask tor Peruse.
Subieasers needed 233 W Merry.
4 bdrm. house from May to August.
Renlneg Call 352-0400
Subieasers needed lor 3 bdrm.
house on 2nd Si. May - Aug
Call 353-1908
Wanted 2 fun roommates lo share house on E.
Wooster fjlfSOrmonth Own room. 352-5068

HELP WANTED
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mine .
NE Pennsylvania Lonrkan. Box 234DG.
Ken Iworth, NJ 07033 (908) 276 0998

April 27,1993

ACTORS-PRODUCTION HELP
Horror movie this summer
Cal Tony 352-5068

FOR SALE

Babysitter needed starting in June for summer.
PL ime Weekdays. 3 children Needs transDonation. 352-8372 after 4pm

•84 VW Rabbit desal
AC. AM FM cassette - 4 door, 4 spd. Exc.
condition. Call 352-8369.

BUSINESS A COMMUNICATION MAJORS
Summer work co-op. earn 3 hrs. credit Career
framing. S470 per week. 2.5 GPA required. Call
office lor interview - 352-4135

1979 BLACK CJ-5 JEEP
BRAND NEW 50-SERIES TIRES.
ASKING $1500. CALL 3725395

Campus area. 2 bdrm.
apt. Off street parking
354-1700

Cleveland Yachting Club
Head line cook, restaurant servers, bussers.
bartenders. Start date May 15 Exclusive yachting dub provides great sum. package. Personal interview between 24pm 200 Yacht Club
Dr.. Rocky River. OH 44116.

386 16 SX Motherboard w< 5 M RAM and coprocessor, mouse, VGA card. DOS $325 3
beer mirrors. $35 each. Call Scott 353-5501

CARTY RENTALS "' 352 7365
Reasonable Summer rentals.
Apartmenis A single rooms.

Apl. lor Bummer rent. May-Aug. rent already
paid, you pay June and July Call 352-7066.

87 Honda CBR 600. Excellent condition. Ask
ing $3000 Call Vmnie at 354 8302.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
$2.0O0wmonfh e world travel (Hawaii. Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday. Summer and
Career employment available. No experience
necessary For employment program call
1 -206-634-0468 0X1. C5544

Carver TFM-2S Amplifier - $375
Carver CT-7 Preamplifier - $275
Carver SOA/350 5 CD Changer - $275
Cerwin Vega AT-i5 Speakers - $37S

Customer Sales/Service
Summer Work
58 25 and up. Start PT/FT and may confine
10-40 hrs/wk. Flex, schedule around classes.
Stan at entry level w/ career advancement
available. No door-to-door or telemarketing. No
exp needed. College scholarships awarded.
Interview at maun office and work locally Application info -419-866-1726.

Double toft, while, fire-retardant. $125 neg
Must sell ASAP. Call Julie at 372 4069

Dancers - Now Hiring
Musi be 18 & over. Will t/am. Can make up to
SiOOO/weekly. Come see our show. Fireplace
Lounge. Port Clinton, OH (419) 7349051. ask
lor Tom.
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours. $339.84 week.
family of 3 earns $4417 92 monthly FREE In
formaDon-24 Hour HoOine. 801 -379-2900 Co
pynght*OH029452
Reliable individual to care for 8 yr. old in
Waterville. Own transportation preferred
878 0713.
SUMMER HELP NEEOED
Don't wait HI the last minute to find your summer job. First come, first serve basis on our full
time summer positions Earn while you learn
business knowledge m an exciting, outgoing,
motivating environment. Begin @$300/week.
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Cat! Apnl 26 A 27.352 6108
SUMMER JOBS
Join the fight for National Health Care, Great
Lakes cleanup and fair electric rates. Ohio's
largest consumer protection group is now hiring. Earn $4200 to $5000 by labor day. Fulltime, permanent and summer positions available. Hours 130-10. Paid training/oenefits/travei options. Call today for an
interview (419) 241-6587

Call Joe at 353-0229

DOUBLE LOFT $45!
Very sturdy, fire retardant.
Musi sen ASAPi
Call Melissa 2 4594
Earth Day T-Shlrte
ON SALE In College Perk
Room 153 for $10.00.
April 26-May a
Moving sale! Casio electronic typewriter with
digital display. $50 or best offer Call 352-1872.
Schwinn mt. bike tor sale.
21 speed rapid-fire, toe dips. etc.
Good condition; asking $200 neg
Call 352-3699 lor ink)

FOR RENT

Buckeye Salf-Stcw agt
Summer Storage Units Available. Many sizes
Why haul ii home? Call 352-1520

Carty Rentals * 352-7365
Single rooms for rent.
Starting at $i90/mo. ind. alt util.

CHEAP. Sublease May til Aug. 2 brm. ml
AC. Call 353-8804.
FA1USUMMER RENTALS
Georgetown Manor - 800 Third St.
352-4966
Eicellenl ©cation, fully furnished.
air conditioned, competitive rates.
Check us out before you rent.
Call 352 4966
Female for Summer. Available May 10. Good
rate Close to campus & bars. Own room.
Amy 352-9247.
Houses for Rent
12 mo leases- Mayor Aug.
Tenant pays utilities -1 mo. dap.
734 Elm.. 4 bdrm.. 2 bath. $700/Aug.
316 Ridge. 2 bdrm.. $440/May.
Call after 5pm ONLY 352-2330 or 354-2854
Houses. 1 & 2 bdrm apts
9 month, year and summer leases
352-7454

1 bedroom apartment located at
215 E. Poe Rd. Very spacious.
Unfurnished $300/mo. Can be furnished
3> »3io mo Will lease June 1 or Aug. IS
Call for Information 353-5800
1 or 2 needed for apt. across from Club H. own
bdrm. AC, $166/mo. uU pd. 175 1/2 N. Mam
Si Apt B (left at lop of stairs), over 21 prtrd
Come m late afternoon or evening
1 or 2 subieasers needed for Summer
$310/month. dose to campus A downtown.
2-5143. Heather or Stephanie
1 to 2 summer subieasers.
Call Donna or Kelly ai 353 2518

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319E.Wooster Si.
(across Irom Taoo Bell)
SUMMER A FALL RENTALS
Over 500 units wilh
Super Locations
CALL
354-2260

JOHN NEWIOVE REAL ESTATE
319 E Wooster (across from Taco Bell)
354-2260
HOUSES FOR RENT
May 16.1993 noon to May 7,1994 noon
722 1/2 Elm-1 bdrm. Iimi 1 person.
140 1/2 Manvi!ie-2 bdrm. limit 3.
715 Second - 3 bdrm. limit 3.

SUMMER WORK EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Work out west with host family. Save $3900 for
school 1-800-533-7977 exl 2587

1-2 male subieasers for Summer. Large 2
bdrm. 2 bath. ArC. lum. apt Rent $207 SO TTL
■ elec (nog ) 353-5207

TELEMARKETING SALES
FULL TIME (DAYS)
PART-TIME (FLEXIBLE EVENINGS)
BASE PAY GUARANTEED PLUS BONUSES

1-2 rmtes needed for Fall '93/Spnng '94
and/or Summer '93. $235/mo. A elec. Right
across the street from campus. A/C. own
room. Call 372-6412.

M/F roommate needed to share house:
Washer/dryer. Hot tub. own room, close to
campus. $150 available May 5th Call
352-1939

12 month leases starting May 15.1993
609 Fifth St - 2 Br. House-$420 . Ufa.
613 Fifth St. - 2 Br. House-$550 • Ufa.
Steve Smith-352-8917

Now leasing 1.2. A 3 bedroom apartments and
houses for Fall '93. Yes. we do allow pets!
3548800.

2 bedroom epl. located et 642 S. College
Recently remodeled. Available May 15th
$450'mo. Call lor details 353-5800.

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St.
(rtexttoKinkos)
352-9302
Stop m for a complete
Summer & Fall Housing List1

NATIONAL COMPANY DESIRING TO HIRE
TELEPHONE SALES REPRESENTATIVES.
WORK FROM THE COMFORTS OF OUR
MODERN SALES OFFICE USING SIMPLI
FIED AUTOMATED DIALING SYSTEM IF
YOU WOULD LIKE. WORK PART-TIME NOW
AND FULL TIME IN THE SUMMER. OUTSTANDING COMPENSATION PROGRAMS
INNOVATIVE AND LUCRATIVE BENEFIT
PROGRAMS CALL 865 3566 BETWEEN
9 30AM 4 30PM (MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY).
Houseboy needed for next semester.
Call 372 S692 for details
Lifeguards/swim teachers needed for Grand
Rapids Area Swimming Pool. Ufesaving A
CPR dass available for recertification. Call
JoAnn at 832-3505 or Susan at 8320536
TheBGNewe
needs an experienced typist/proofreader
to typeset classified advertising
Must be avail 11am-2pm M.W.F Start Fall
•••REQUIREMENTS""
Computer experience Accurate & Speedy
Proficient Speller A Proofreader
Apply at Student Employment
WANT A GREAT SUMME R JOB?
Work for College Pro Painters and earn the
best wages and benefits around. Work on the
east side ol Cleveland. Call Charles Kolin at
(216)291-2865.

R.E. Management

2 Female subieasers desperately needed for
'93-94 school year Furnished apartment w/
basement Call 2-1787 or 2-1784.
2 female subieasers needed for summer to live
with two females Close to campus. Cheap
Call 353 6515.
Apartment for rent: Huge 2 bedroom, furnished
apartment w/ spiral staircase. 2 car garage,
laundry facility in bfdng. Extra storage room,
wood deck, new carpet. Call Newlove Rental
352-5620
Apartments • Clean, spacious. 2 bdrm. turn.
w/dtshwasfier. Most utilities paid. Call
354-0401 or 823-6015 lor info.

APARTMENTS
601 THIRD
Grads 12 month lease
704 FIFTH
9 mo.. 12 mo., A summer leases
710 SEVENTH
12 month leases
3S2-3445
Cozy 1 bedroom unfurnished apartment Quiet.
dose to downtown. Grads. couple, serious
student prelerred $330 . gas. elec. 352-1196
or 352-4113 Available S/9.
Carty Rentals' 352-7365
2 and 6 bdrm. apts. 93 94 school year.
9 A 12 mo. leases available.
Reasonable Summer rates avail, also.
Office located at 316 E Merry f3
Hours: 10 5 Call lor into or appt

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK
OesWay
Bseaane

LONDON
$209 $389
PARIS
$225 $450
MOSCOW/
ST. PETERSBURG

$345

$690

GREECE/
LARNACA
$359 $718
TOKYO
BANGKOK

$789
$889

Some tickets valid to one year
Most tickets allow changes
Fares Irom over 75 US cities
to all major destinations in
Europe, Asia, Africa.
Latin America and Australia
Eurialpasses Available
Cia—n»-l«»enSMii a daaanvn lam an*
Hm naiad »cftana* MSVxa nasca

RISM TRAVEL

31? Madison Avu NT NY 101 73

800-272-9676
212-986-8420-

Rooms avail, to grad students in BG home.
Call 352-1631 or 354-6701.
Special Spring Rates
Spnng semester leases.
2 blocks away, pool, clubhouse
Village Green Apartments
354 3533
Subieaser needed tor summer. University
Village $212 50/month Please call Angie or
Dawn® 353-0060.
Summer Apartment Sublease
2 bdrm . A/C Oose to campus.
Make us an offer! 353-3407
Summer subieaser needed.
May - August
$100 a month
Your own bedroom
354-8939, ask for Bill W.
Summer sublease - $22S ♦ util.
Upper floor of 2-story house.
352-6047.
THE HIGHLANDS
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
Now leasing tor Summer and Fall. 1 & 2 bdrmt.
quiet, spacious, comfortable wV canng management. A/C A on site maintenence Graduates or serious students, Call Mike at
354-6036,11-6 pm
Unfurnished efflclenc / available Jvm 1 at
or August 15th. ONLY $205. mo Utilities
are paid. Located at 215 E. Poe Rd.
Call Vickl for details 353-5800

CINEMARK THEATRES
m
CINEMA 5 "
1
MA
M4-0AM

All shows $3.00 after 6 pm
with Student ID
Benny and Joon • PG
Johnny- Depp Mary Stuart Masierson
100.3 10 5:20, 7 25. 9:40. 12 15
Sandlot - PG
James Earl Jones
IttJ. SOS. 5:10. 7:15. »20.1220 *
Adventures of Huck Finn - PG
Wall Disney Pictures
1:10,4:10,7.10*
Born Yesterday - PG
ohn Goodman. Melanie Griffith. Don Johnson
•25,12*5
The Dark Half - R
Stephen King
120. 4:05. 7:00,035, 123)0
Indecent Proposal - R
Derm Moore Woody Harreison
1115.400, 7:00,030.12:00 *
Coming Soon

